
UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA '2

JJ,S, ijiSTRH::'T COtJHT

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,

Plaintiff,
v. NO.

DAIMLERAG, DEFERRD PROSECUTION
AGREEMENT

Defendant.

Defendant Daimler AG ("Daimler"), a public corporation organized under the laws of the

Federal Republic of Germany, by its undersigned attorneys, pursuant to authority granted by

Daiinler's Board of Management, and the United States Deparment ofJustice, Criminal Divisiun,

Fraud Section (the "Department ofJustice" or the "Department") enter into this DeferredProsecution

Agreement (the "Agreement"). The terms and conditions of this Agreement are as follows:

Criminal Information and Acceptance of Responsibilty

1. Daimler acknowledges that the United States wil fie the attached two-count criminal

Information in the United States District Cour for the District of Columbia charging Daimler with

conspiracy to commit an offense against the United States in violation of 18 U.S.C. § 371, that is,

to violate the books and records provisions of the Foreign Corrpt Practices Act ("FCPA"), as

amended, 15 U.S.C. §§ 78m(b)(2)(A), 78m(b )(5), and 78ff(a) (Count One); and violating the books

and records provisions of the FCPA, 15 U.S.C. §§ 78m(b)(2)(A), 78m(b)(5), and 78ff(a), and 18

U.S.c. § 2 (Count Two). In so doing, Daimler knowingly waives: (a) its right to indictment on these

charges, as well as all rights to a speedy trial pursuant to the Sixth Amendment to the United States
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Constitution, Title 18, United States Code Section 3161, and Federal Rile of Criminal Procedure

48(b); and (b) any objection with respect to venue and consents to the filing of the Information, as

provided under the terms ofthis Agreement, in the Unitcd Statcs District Cour for the District of

2. Daimler admits, accepts, and acknowledges that it is responsible for the acts of its

Columbia.

employees, subsidiaries, and agents as set forth in the Statement of Facts attached hereto as

Attachment A, and incorporated by refcrcncc into this Agreement, and that the facts described in

Attachment A are true and accurate. Should the Department pursue the prosecution that is deferred

by this Agreement, Daimler agrees that it wil neither contest the admissibility of, nor contradict, in

any such proceeding, the Statement of Facts.

Term of the Agreement

3. This Agreement is effective for a period beginning on the date on which the guilty

pleas in the matters of the United States v. DaimlerChrsler Automotive Russia SAO and United

States v. Daimler Export and Trade Finanee GmbH are entered and ending two (2) years and seven

2

(7) calendar days from that date (the "Term"). Huwever, Daimler agrees that, in the event that the

Department determes, in its sole discretion, that Daimler has knowingly violated any provision of

this Agreement, an extension or extensions of the term of the Agreement may be imposed by the

i

Department, in its sole discretion, for up to a total additional time period of one year, without

prejudice to the Department's right to proceed as provided in paragraphs 11 - 1 4 below. Any

extension of the Agreement extends all terms of this Agreement for an equivalent period.

Conversely, in the event the Deparment finds, in its sole discretion, that there exists a change in

circumstances sufficient to eliminate the need for the corporate compliance monitor described in
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Paragraph 10 and Attaclient D, and that the other provisions of this Agreement have been satisfied,

the Term of the Agreement may be terminated early.

Voluntary Cooperation

4. The Deparment enters into this Agreement based on the individual facts and

circumstances presented by this case and Daimler. Among the facts considered were that Daimler:

(a) following the allegation by a former employee of bribery by Daimler, voluntarily and timely

disclosed to the Department and the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission ("SEC") the

misconduct described in the Information and Statement of Facts; (b) conducted a thorough internal

investigation of that and other misconduct; (c) regularly reported all of its findigs to the

Department; (d) cooperated in the Department's investigation of this matter, as well as the SEC's

investigation; (e) undertuuk remedial measures, including retention of an independent compliance

advisor and the implementation of an enhanced compliance program, and agreed to undertake fuer

remedial measures as contemplated by this Agreement; and (f) agreed to continue to cooperate with

the Department in any ongoing investigation of the conduct of Daimler and its employees, agents,

consultants, contractors, subcontractors, and subsidiaries relating to violations of the FCP A.

5. Daimler shall continue to cooperate with the Department. At the request of the

Department, and consistent with applicable law and regulation, Daimler shall also cooperate fully

with such other domestic or foreign law enforcement authorities and agencies, as well as the

Multilateral Development Banks ("MDBs"), in any investigation of Daimler, or any of its present

and former directors, employees, agents, consultants, contractors, subcontractors, and subsidiaries,

or any other party, in any and all matters relating to corrupt payments and related false books and

records and internal controls, and in such marer as the parties may agree. Daimler agrees that its

3
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cooperation shall include, but is not limited to, the following:

a. Daimler shall truthfully disclose all factual information, that is not protected

by a valid claim of attorney-client privilege or work product doctrine, with respect tu its activities

and those of its present and former directors, employees, agents, consiltants, contractors and

subcontractors, and subsidiaries concerning all matters relating to corrpt payments andrelated false

books and records and inadequate internl controls, about which Daimler has any knowledge or

about which the Department may inquire. This obligation uf truthful disclosure includes the

obligation of Daimler to provide to the Deparment, upon request, any document, record or other

tangible evidence relating to such corrpt payments, false books and records, or inadequate internal

controls about which the Department may inquire of Daimler.

b. Upon request of the Department, with respect to any issue relevant to its

investigation of corrpt payments in connection with the operations of Daimler, related false books

and records, and inadequate internal controls, Daimler shall designate knowledgeable employees,

agents or attorneys to provide to the Departent the information and materials described in

Paragraph 5( a) above, on behalf of Daimler. It is fuer understood that Daimler must at all times

provide complete, trthful and accurate information.

c. With respect to any issue relevant to the Department's investigation of corrpt

payments, related false books and records, and inadequate internal controls in connection with the

operations of Daimler, or any of its present or former subsidiaries or affiliates, Daimler shall use its

best efforts to make available for interviews or testimony, as requested by the Deparment, present

or former directors, employees, agents and consultants of Daimler as well as the directors,

employees, agents and consultants of contractors and subcontractors. This obligation includes, but

4
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is not limited to, sworn testimony before a federal grand jur or in federal trials, as well as interviews

with federal law enforcement authorities. Cooperation under this Paragraph wil include

identification of witncsscs who, to the knowledge of Daimler, may have material infonnation

regarding the matters under investigation.

d. With respect to any information, testimony, documents, records or other

tangible evidence provided to the Department pursuant to this Agreement, Daimler consents to any

and all disclosures consistent with applicable law and regulation to other governmental authorities,

including United States authorities and those of a foreign government, and the MDBs, of such

materials as the Department, in its sole discretion, shall deem appropriate.

Payment of Monetary Penalty

6. Pursuant to Section lB1.2(a) ofthe United States Sentencing Guidelines ("USSG"

or "Sentencing Guidelines"), including Application Note 1, the Department and Daimler agree that

the applicable fine under this Agreement shall be calculated pursuant to USSG Section 2CL.L, and

(a)(2) Base Offense Level 12

that such an application of the Sentencing Guidelines to determine the applicable fine range yields

the following analysis:

a. The 2006 USSG are applicable to this matter.

b. Base Offense. Based upon USSG § 2C 1., the total offense level is 38,
calculated as follows:

(b)(1) Specific Offense Characteristic

(More than one bribe) +2

(b )(2) Specific Offense Characteristic
(Value of Benefit Received? $50,000,000
based on transactions with U.S. nexus, taking

5
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the greater of the corrpt payment or the
benefit received for each transaction pursuant
to USSG § 2C1., comment. (n. 3)) +24

TOTAL 38
c. Base Fine. Based upon USSG § 8C2.4(a)(I), the base fine is $72,500,000

(fine corresponding to the Base Offense level as provided in Offense Level
Table)

d. Culpability Score. Based upon USSG § 8C2.5, the culpability score is 8,
calculated as follows:

(a) Base Culpability Score 5
(b)(1) The organization had 5,000 or more

employees and tolerance of the
offense by substantial authority personnel
was pervasive throughout the organzation +5

(g) The organization fully cooperated in the

investigation and clearly demonstrated
recognition and affrmative acceptance of
responsibility for its criminal conduct - 2

TOTAL 8

e. Calculation of Fine Range:

Base Fine $72,500,000

Multipliers 1.6(min)/3.20(max)

Fine Range $116,000,000/
$232,000,000

Daimler agrees to pay a monetar penalty in the amount of $93,600,000, or approximately

20% below the bottom of the applicable Sentencing Guidelines fine range of$116,000,000. The

Deparment and Daimler agree that such a reduction is appropriatc givcn thc natue and extent of

6
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Daimler's cooperation in this matter, including sharing information with the Department regarding

evidence obtained as a result of Daimler's extensive investigation of corrpt payments made by

Daimler in various countries around the world. Daimler agrees to pay this monetar penalty to the

United States Treasury within ten days of the execution of this Agreement. The $93,600,000 penalty

is final and shall not be refuded. Furthermore, nothing in this Agreement shall be deemed an

agreement by the Deparment that the $93,600,000 amount is the maximum penalty that may be

imposed in any futue prosecution, and the Deparment is not precluded from argung in any futue

prosecution that the Cour should impose a higher fine, although the Department agrees that under

those circumstances, it wil recommend to the Cour that the amount paid under this Agreement

should be offset against any fine the Cour imposes as part of a futue judgment. Finally, the parties

agree that any criminal penalty that might be imposed by the Court on, or otherwise paid by, Daimler

subsidiaries in connection with their guilty pleas and plea agreements or deferred prosecution

agreements entered into simultaneously herewith wil be deducted from the $93,600,000 fine

contemplated by this Agreement. Daimler acknowledges that no tax deduction may be sought in

connection with the payment of any part of this $93,600,000 fine.

Conditional Release from Criminal Liabilty

7. In retu for the full and truthful cooperation of Daimler, and its compliance with the

terms and conditions of this Agreement, the Department agrees not to use any information related

to the conduct described in the attached Statement of Facts against Daimler or any of its wholly

owned or controlled subsidiaries in any criminal or civil case, except: (a) in a prosecution for perjury

or obstruction of justice; (b) in a prosecution for making a false statement; (c) in a prosecution or

other proceeding relating to any crime of violence; or (d) in a prosecution or other proceeding

7
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relating to a violation of any provision of Title 26 of the United States Code. In addition, the

Department agrees, except as provided herein, that it will not bring any criminal or civil case against

Daimler or any of its wholly owned or controlled subsidiaries related to the conduct of present and

former directors, employees, agents, consultants, contractors and subcontractors, as described in the

attached Statement of Facts, or relating to information Daimler disclosed to the Department prior

to the date on which this Agreement was signed, or relating to undisclosed, unkown conduct of a

similar scale and natue that took place prior to the signing of this Agreement.

a. This Paragraph does not provide any protection against prosecution for any

corrpt payments, false books and records, or inadequate internal controls, if any, by Daimler in the

future, or by any of its directors, employees, agents, consultants, contractors, subcontractors, and

subsidiaries irrespective of whether disclosed by Daimler, pursuant to the terms of this Agreement.

b. In addition, this Paragraph does not provide any protection against prosecution

of any present or former director, officer, employee, shareholder, agent, consultant, contractor, or

subcontractor of Daimler for any violations conntted by them. The Department does not contend

that any present member of the Daimler Supervisory Board or Board of Management had criminal

involvement in the offenses included in the Information filed pursuant to Paragraph 1 of this

Agreement.

Corporate Compliance Program

8. Daimler represents that it has implemented and will continue to implement a

compliance and ethics program designed to prevent and detect violations of the FCPA and other

applicable anti-corrption laws throughout its operations, including those of its affliates, joint

ventures, and those of its contractors and subcontractors, with responsibilities that include

8
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interactions with foreign officials. Implementation of these policies and procedures shall not be

construed in any future enforcement proceeding as providing immunity or amnesty for any crimes

not disclosed to the Department as of the date of signing of this Agreement for which Daimkr wuuld

otherwise be responsible.

9. In order to address deficiencies in its internal controls, policies and procedures

regarding compliance with the FCPA and other applicable anti-corrption laws, Daimlerrepresents

that it has undertaken, and wil cuntinue to undertake in the futue, in a manner consistent with all

of its obligations under this Agreement, a review of the existing internal controls, policies and

procedures within Daimler. Where necessar and appropriate, Daimler wil adopt new or modify

existing internal controls, policies and procedures in order to ensure that Daimler maintains: (a) a

system of internal accounting controls designed to ensure the making and keeping of fair and

accurate books, records and accounts; and (b) a rigorous anti-corrption compliance code designed

to detect and deter violations of the FCPA and other applicable anti-corrption laws. The internal

controls system and compliance code wil include, but not be limited to, the minimum elements set

forth in Attchment C, which is incorporated by reference into this Agreement.

Corporate Compliance Monitor

10. Daimler agrees to engage a corporate compliance monitor ("the Monitot') who shall

have, at a minimum, the following qualifications:

a. demonstrated expertise with respect to the FCP A, including experience

counseling on FCPA issues;

b. experience designing and/or reviewing corporate compliance policies,

procedures and interal controls, includingFCP A-specific policies, procedures and internal controls;

9
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c. the ability to access and deploy resoUÌes as necessar to discharge the

Monitor's duties as described in the Agreement; and

d. suffcient independence from Daimler to ensure effective and imparial

performance of the Monitor's duties as described in the Agreement.

Daimler has proposed, and the Deparent has approved, Louis J. Freeh to serve as the Monitor.

11. The Monitor's term shall be three (3) years from the date on which the guilty pleas

in the matters of the United States v. DaimlerChrysler Automotive Russia SAO and United States

v. Daimler Export and Trade Finance GmbH are entered, subject to extension or early termination

as described in Paragraph 3. The Monitor's duties and authority, and the obligations of Daimler with

respect to the Monitor and the Department, are set fort in Attaclient D, which is incorporated by

reference into this Agreement.

Defl'rred Prosecution

12. In consideration of: (a) the past and futue cooperation of Daimler described in

Paragraphs 4 and 5 above; (b) Daimler's payment of a monetary penalty of $93,600,000; (c) the

guilty pleas by Daimler wholly owned subsidiaries DaimlerChrysler Automotive Russia SAO and

Daimler Export and Trade Finance GmbH; (d) the deferred prosecution agreement by Daimler's

wholly owned subsidiary DaimlerChrysler China Ltd.; and (e) Daimler's adoption and maintenance

of remedial measures, and independent review and audit of such measures, including the compliance

code and review by the Monitor described in Paragraphs 8 though 11 above, the Departent agrees

that any prosecution of Daimler for the conduct set fort in the attached Statement of Facts, and for

the conduct that Daimler disclosed to the Deparent prior to the signing of this Agreement, be and

hereby is deferred for the Term of this Agreement.

10
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13. The Departent fuher agrees that if Daimler fully complies with all of its

obligations under this Agreement, the Departent wil not continue the criminal prosecution against

Daimler described in Paragraph 1 and, at the conclusion of the Term, this Agreement shall expire.

Within ten (10) days of the Agreement's expiration, the Department shall seek dismissal with

prejudice of the Information filed against Daimler described in Paragraph 1.

Breach of the Agreement

14. If, durg the Term of this Agreement, the Department determines, in its sole

discretion, that Daimler has conntted any felony under federal law subsequent to the signing ofthis

Agreement, has, at any time, provided deliberately false, incomplete or misleading information, or

has otherwise breached the Agreement, Daimler shall thereafter be subject to prosecution for any

federal criminal violation of which the Deparment has knowledge and the Information attached as

Exhibit 1 may be pursued by the Department in the U.S. District Cour for the District of Columbia.

Any such prosecutions may be premised on information provided by Daimler. Any such prosecution

that is not time-barred by the applicable statute of limitations on the date of the signing of this

Agreement may be commenced against Daimler notwithstanding the expiration of the statute of

limitations between the signing of this Agreement and the expiration of the Term plus one year.

Thus, by signing this Agreement, Daimler agrees that the statute oflimitations with respect to any

prosecution that is not time-barred on the date of this Agreement shall be tolled for the Term plus

one year.

15. In the event that the Deparment determines that Daimler has breached this

Agreement, the Department agrees to provide Daimler with written notice of such breach prior to

instituting any prosecution resulting from such breach. Daimler shall, within thirty (30) days of
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receipt of such notice, have the opportunity to respond to the Departent in writing to explain the

nature and circumstances of such breach, as well as the actions Daimler has taen to address and

remediate the situation, which explanation the Department shall consider in determining whether to

institute a prosecution.

16. In the event that the Department determines that Daimler has breached this

Agreement: (a) all statements made by or on behalf of Daimler to the Department or to the Court,

including the attached Statement of Facts, and any testimony given by Daimler before a grand jury

or any tribunal, at any legislative hearings, whether prior or subsequent to this Agreement, or any

leads derived from such statements or testimony, shall be admissible in evidence in any and all

criminal proceedings brought by the Departent against Daimler; and (b) Daimler shall not assert

any claim under the United States Constitution, Rule ll(f) of the Federal Rules of Criminal

Procedure, Rule 410 of the Federal Rules of Evidence or any other federal rule, that statements made

by or on behalf of Daimler prior or subsequent to this Agreement, and any leads derived therefrom,

should be suppressed. The decision whether conduct or statements of any individual wil be imputed

to Daimler for the purose of determinig whether Daimler has violated any provision of this

Agreement shall be in the sole discretion of the Deparent.

17. Daimler acknowledges that the Department has made no representations, assurances

or promises concerning what sentence may be imposed by the Cour if Daimler breaches this

Agreement and this matter proceeds to judgment. Daimler further acknowledges that any such

sentence is solely within the discretion of the Court and that nothing in this Agreement binds or

restrcts the Court in the exercise of such discretion.

12
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Sale or Merger of Daimler

18. Daimler agrees that in the event it sells, merges, or transfers all or substantially all

of its business operations as they exist as of the date of this Agreement, whether such sale is

strctured as a stock or asset sale, merger or transfer, it shall include in any contract for sale, merger

or trnsfer a provision bindig the purchaser, or any successor in interest thereto, to the obligations

described in this Agreement.

Public Statements by Daimler

19. Daimler expressly agrees that it shall not, though present or future attorneys,

directors, employees, agents or any other person authorized to speak for Daimler make any public

statement, in litigation or otherwise, contradicting the acceptance of responsibility by Daimler set

forth above or the facts described in the attached Statement of Facts. Any such contradictory

statement shall, subject to cure rights of Daimler described below, constitute a breach of this

Agreement and Daimler thereafter shall be subject to prosecution as set fort in Paragraphs 14-17

of this Agreement. The decision whether any public statement by any such person contradicting a

fact contained in the Statement of Facts wil be imputed to Daimler for the purpose of determining

whether they have breached this Agreement shall be at the sole discretion of the Department. If the

Department determines that a public statement by any such person contradicts in whole or in part a

statement contained in the Statement of Facts, the Department shall so notify Daimler, and Daimler

may avoid a breach of this Agreement by publicly repudiating such statement(s) within five (5)

business days after notification. Consistent with the obligations of Daimler as set forth above,

Daimler shall be permitted to raise defenses and to assert affirmative claims in civil and regulatory

proceedings relating to the matters set forth in the Statement ofF acts. This Paragraph does not apply
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to any statement made by any present or former employee of Daimler in the course of any criinal,

regulatory, or civil case initiated against such individual, uness such individual is speaking on behalf

of Daimler.

20. Daimler agrees that if it or any of its direct or indirect affliates or subsidiares issues

a press release in cOllection with this Agreement, Daimler shall first consult the Deparment to

determine whether (a) the text ofthe release is tre and accurate with respect to matters between the

Department and Daimler; and (b) the Deparment has no objection to the release. Statements at any

press conference concerning ths matter shall be consistent with this press release.

21. With respect to Daimler's present reliability and responsibility as a government

contractor, the Department agrees to cooperate with Daimler, in a form and maner to be agreed, in

bringing facts relating to the natue of the conduct underlying this Agreement and to Daimler's

cooperation and remediation to the attention of governental and other debarent authorities,

including the MDBs, as requested.

Limitations on Binding Effect of Agreement

22. This Agreement is binding on Daimler and the Deparment but specifically does not

bind any other federal agencies, or any state, local or foreign law enforcement orregulatory agencies,

or any other authorities, although the Department wil bring the cooperation of Daimler and its

compliance with its other obligations under this Agreement, to the attention of such agencies and

authorities, including the MDBs, if requested to do so by Daimler.

Notice

23. Any notice to the Department under this Agreement shall be given by personal

delivery, overnight delivery by a recognized delivery service, or registered or certified mail, in each

14
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case, for the Departent, addressed to Mark F. Mendelsohn (or his successor), Deputy Chief, Fraud

Section, Criminal Division, U.S. Deparment of Justice, Fourh Floor, 1400 New York Avenue,

N.W., Washington, D.C. 20005 and, for Daimler AG, addressed to Dr. Gero Herrann, (or his

successor), Senior Vice President, General Counsel, and Chief Compliance Offcer, Daimler AG,

HPC F 105, 70546 Stuttgart, Germany, and Martin J. Weinstein, Willkie Farr & Gallagher LLP,

1875 KStreet, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20006, Carl S. Rauh, Hogan & HartsonLLP, 555 Thieenth

Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20004, and Gary DiBianco, Skadden Ars Slate Meagher & Flom

LLP, 1440 New York Ave., N.W., Washington, D.C. 20005. Notice shall be effective upon actual

receipt by Daimler.

15
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Complete Agreement

24, This Agreement sets forth all the terms ofthe agreement between Daimler and the

Deparhnent. No amendments, modifioations or additions to this Agreement shall be valid unless

they are in writing and signed by the Department, the attorneys for Daimler and a duly authorized

representative of Daimler.

AGREED:

By:

FOR DAIMLER AG:

/~df-'~/
Martin J. Weinstein
Wî1lkie .Farr & Gallagher LLP

ódd&~
Cad S. Rauh
Hogan & Hartson LLP

~~--/~
Gmy DiBi co

Skadden Arps Slate Meagher & Flom LLP

Counsel for Dairnler AG
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FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE:

DENIS J. MCINERNEY
Chief, Fraud Section

By: Phv(
Mark F. Mendelsohn
Deputy Chief, Fraud Section

.~~
John S!, . arden
Assistant Chief, Fraud Section

United States Department of Justice
Criminal Division
1400 New York Ave., N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20005
(202) 514-7023

Washington, D.C., on this 22i~ day of March, 2010.
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GENERAL COUNSEL'S CERTIFICATE

I have read this Agreementatrd carefully reviewed evety part of it with outside counsel for

Daimler AG ("Daimler"). I understand the terms of this Agteen)ent and voluntli1'ly agree, on behalf

of Daimler, to each of its tenns. Before sigring this Agreement, I consulted outside counsel for

Daimler. Counsel fully advised me ofthe rigIrts.ofDaimler, of possible defenses, of the Sentencing

Guidelines' provisions, and of the consequences of entering into this Agreement.

I have carefully reviewed the terms ofthis Agreement with the Supervisory Board.and Board

of Management of Daimler. I have advised and caused outside counsel for Dairler to advise the

Supervisory and Management Boards f:hUy of the rights of Daimler, of possible. defenses, of the

SentencìngGuidelines' ptuvisions, and ofthe consequences of entering into the Agteement.

N.opromises or indltCements have been made other than those contained in this Agreement.

Fuitheimore, no one has threatened or forced me, or to my knowledge any person authorizIiig this

Agreement on behalf of Daimler, in any way to enter into this Agreement. I am also satisfied with

outside counsels' representation in this matter. I certifythatI am General Counsel for Daimler AG

and that I have been duly authorized by Daimler to execute this Agreement on behalf of Daimler.

Date: A r~ '¿ , ,2010

By:
Dr.
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CERTIFICATE OF COUNSEL

We are counsel for Daimler AG ("Daimler") in the matter covered by this Agreement. In

connection with such representation, we have examined relevant Daimler documents and have

discussed the terms of this Agreement with the Daimler Supervisory Board and Board of

Management. Based on ourreview ofthe foregoing materials and discussions, we are ofthe opinion

that: the representative of Daimler has been duly authorized to enter into this Agreement on behalf

of Daimler and that this Agreement has been duly and validly authorized, executed, and delivered

on behalf of Daimler and is a valid and binding obligation of Daimler. Furher, we have careftilly

reviewed the tenus of this Agreement with the Supervisory Board, the Board of Management, and

the General Counsel ofDairler. We have fully advised them of the rights of Daimler, of possible

defenses, of the Sentencing Guidelines' provisions and of the consequences of entering into this

Agreement. To our knowledge, the decision of Daimler to enter into tliis Agreement, based on the

authorization of the Board of Management with the consent of the Supervisory Board, is an

informed and voluntary one.

Date: fc.L ((? ,2010 ßtû0ttl--
Martn J. We;stein
Wilkie Farr & Gallagher LLP

¿;~4~vL
Carl S. Rauh
Hogan & Hartson LLP

~~~~Gary DiBi 0
Skadden Ars Slate Meagher & Flom LLP

Counsel for Daimler AG
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ATTACHMENT A

STATEMENT OF FACTS

The following Statement of Facts is incorporated by reference as part uf the Deferred

Prosecution Agreement ("he Agreement") between the United States Department of Justice,

Criminal Division, Fraud Section (the "Departent") and Daimler AG, and the partes hereby agree

and stipulate that the following information is true and accurate. As set forth in Paragraph 2 of the

Agreement, Daimler AG admits, accepts, and acknowledges that it is responsible for the acts of its

subsidiaries, employees, and agents as set forth below.

Should the Deparment pursue the prosecution that is deferred by this Agreement, Daimler

AG agrees that it wil neither contest the admissibility of, nor contradict, this Statement of Facts in

any such proceeding.

If this matter were to proceed to trial, the Deparment would prove beyond a reasonable

doubt, by adnssible evidence, the facts alleged below and set fort in the Criminal Information

attached to this Agreement. This evidence would establish the following:

I. BACKGROUN REGARDING DAIMLER'S BRIBERY CONDUCT

Daimler AG, formerly DaimlerChrsler AG and Daimler Benz AG (collectively

"DAIMLER"), was a German vehicle manufacturing company with business operations throughout

the world. Among other things, DAIMLER sold all manner of cars, trucks, vans, and buses,

including Unimogs, heavy duty all terrain trucks primarily used for hauling, and Actros, large

commercial tractor/trailer-style vehicles. DAIMLER was a major global producer of premium

passenger cars, as well as the largest manufacturer of commercial vehicles in the world. As a result

of its luxur car and commercial vehicles lines, DAIMER had among its customers government
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and state-owned entities from many countres in which it did business. DAIMLER sold its products

worldwide, had production facilities on five continents, did business in many foreign countres, and

employed more than 270,000 people.

DAIMLER is owned by individual and institutional investors in the U.S., Europe, and

elsewhere. More than one bilion shares of DA1\JLER were in circulation as of December 31,

2007. For purposes of the United States securities laws, DAlLER became an "issuer" in 1993,

and DAIMLER's common stock has been traded un the New York Stock Exchange, the Pacific

Exchange, the Chicago Stock Exchange, and the Philadelphia Stock Exchange. As a result of

DAIMLER's fiing of periodic reports with the Securities and Exchange Commssion ("SEC")

pursuant to Title 15, United States Code, Section 18m, and DAIER's use of U.S. ban

accuunts and U.S. companies in transacting certin business with foreign goverments and

officials, the company is subject to the Foreign Corrpt Practices Act ("FCPA").

DAIER engaged in a long-stading practice of paying bribes to "foreign officials" as

that term is defined in the FCP A (hereinafter "governental offcials") though a variety of

mechanisms, including the use of corporate ledger accounts known internally as "third-party

accounts" or "TPAs," corporate "cash desks," offshore ban accounts, deceptive pricing

arrangements, and third-party intermediaries.

Within DAIER, bribe payments were often identified and recorded as

"commissions," "special discounts," and/or "nützliche AufWendungen" or "N .A." payments,

which translates to "useful payment" or "necessary payment," and was understood by certain

employees to mean "offcial bribe."
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Between 1998 and January 2008, DAIMER made hundreds of improper payments

worth tens of milions of dollars to foreign officials in at least 22 countres - including China,

Croatia, Egyt, Grcccc, Hungary, Indonesia, Iraq, Ivory Coast, Latva, Nigeria, Russia, Serbia

and Montenegro, Thailand, Turkey, Turkmenistan, Uzbekistan, Vietnam, and others - to assist in

securing contracts with governent customers for the purchase of DAIMLER vehicles valued at

hundreds of milions of dollars. In some cases, DAIMER wired these improper payments to

U.S. bank accounts or to the foreign bank accounts of u.s. shell companies in order to transmit

,

the bribe. In at least one instance, a U.S. shell company was incorporated for the specific

DAIMLER's longstanding violations ofthe FCPA resulted from a variety of factors,

purose of entering into a sham consulting agreement with DAIMLER in order to conceal

improper payments routed through the shell company to foreign government offcials. Certain

improper payments even continued as late as January 2008. In all cases, DAlLER improperly

recorded these payments in its corporate books and records.

including: (1) an inadequate compliance strcture; (2) a highly decentralized system of selling

vehicles tluough a myriad of foreign sales forces, subsidiares, and affliates, with no central

oversight; (3) a corporate culture that tolerated and/or encouraged bribery; and (4) the

involvement of certain key executives, such as the then head of its overseas sales division

("DCOS"), the then head of internal audit, and the then CEOs of several subsidiaries and

Many of the details of DAIMLER's practice of makg improper payments in violation

affiiates.

of the anti-bribery and books and records provisions of the FCPA are set fort below, including a

number of bribes and/or transactions in the terrtory of the United States. In total, the corrpt
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tranactions with a territorial connection to the United States resulted in over 550,000,000 in pre-

tax profits for DAIMLER.

II. DAIMLER'S USE OF THIRD PARTY ACCOUNTS TO MAKE IMROPER
PAYMENTS

At the time of the merger between Chrsler Corporation and Daimler-Benz in 1998,

DAIMER maintained over 200 internal "third-party accounts" ("TPAs"), known in German as

"interne Fremdkonten." TPAs were maintained as receivable ledger accounts on DAIMLER's books

and were controlled by third parties outside the company or by DAILER's own subsidiaries and

affliates. DAIMER used these accounts, among other things, to facilitate the making of improper

payments and the provision of gifts to foreign governent offcials. Funds were credited to these

accounts through price inclusions, discounts, rebates, and other mechanisms. Although these

accounts appeared in DAIMER's books and records, they were accounted for improperly and were

not subject to normal auditing or other financial controls. Moreover, certain accounts remained "off

the books" of those DAIMER affliates on whose behalf DAIMLER maintained the accounts.

Internally, the TP As were used and supervised by the most senior mangement of

DAIMLER's sales organization. For example, the company's written documentation regardig use

of the TP As from 1992 to 2002 stated that TP A opening applications must be signed by senior

management and include "at least one member of top management and one of management leveL."

DAIMLER had maintained certin wrtten policies governing the operation of TP As

since 1977, although until recently none of those policies addressed improper payments to

government offcials, or the inaccurate recording of payments to government offcials in the

company's books and records, or requircd intcmal controls to prevent and detect such improper
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payments and related false accounting. DAIMLER's written policies provided that TPAs were

managed internally by the company at the request of the TP A account holder, and the fuds on

account were managcd according to thc instrctions ofthe account holder. hi one case, an

account was managed by DAIMR for the benefit of a foreign governent officiaL. Other TP A

holders included DAIMLER's foreign subsidiaries, outside distributors, dealers, or consultants

that DAIMLER used as intermediares to make payments to foreign government officials. As

reflected in a 1986 audit report, the TP As were maintained with "absolute confidentiality" to

protect account holders from havig to reveal funds distributed to them from their respective

third-pary accounts, or to any other ultimate beneficiary. At that time, DAIMLER was aware

that the existence of the accounts may violate the laws of other countries and that disclosure of

the accounts to other governents could pose "significant difficulties fur the account holder," as

well as for DAIMLER.

Prior to 2002, DAILER's TPA policies permitted DAIMLER employees to make cash

disbursements which were deducted from ledger balances on the TP As. The cash was disbursed

from a cOlporate "cash desk" located at a DAIER manufacturing facility in Stuttgart,

Germany. hi some instances, DAILER employees then took the cash and transported it to

other countries, where the funds were used to pay bribes to governental offcials.

II. DAIMLER'S RESPONSE TO GERMANY'S NEW FOREIGN BRIBERY LAW

Germany ratified the Convention on Combating Bribery of Foreign Public Offcials in

International Business Transactions (the "OECD Convention") on November 1 0, 1998.

Germany's implementing legislation, the Act on Combating Bribery of Foreign Public Officials

in hiternational Business Transactions, entered into force together with the Convention on
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Februar 15, 1999. That German legislation had the effect of making payments prohibited

thereunder non-deductible for tax puroses. At that time, DAIMLER maintained over 200 TPAs,

and was aware of methods though which its employees, subsidiaries, and affliates had regularly

paid bribes to assist in securng business. Efforts over the following years by some DAIMER

employees to restrict the making of improper payments to governent officials though TP As

and other methods in connection with DAIMLER's overseas business were insufficiently

addressed by DAIMLER executives prior to 2005.

During a 1999 DAIMLER Board of Management meeting, DAILER's then head of

intemal audit proposed that the company adopt an integrity code that included anti-bribery

provisions in light of the new German law which had the effect of outlawing tax deductions for

foreign bribes. In respunse, partcipants in the meeting discussed that adopting such policies

(and stopping the practice of making "useful payments") would result in DAIMLER losing

business in certain countries. At that meeting, an integrty code with anti-bribery provisions was

adopted. However, DAIMLER subsequently failed to make sufficient efforts to enforce the code,

train employees on compliance with the FCPA or other applicable anti-bribery statutes, audit the

use of TP As, or otherwise attempt to ensure that the company was not continuing to make

improper payments in order to obtain or retain government business overseas.

In 2000, DAIMLER's then head of internal audit expressed concern that DAIMLER

personnel would continue to use TP As to make improper payments to foreign officials after the

change in German law. In a May 2000 memorandum addressed to senior sales and fmance

personnel, including the head of DC OS, with a copy to DAIMLER's legal departent,

DAIMLER's head of internal audit warned that because TPAs were subject to minimal oversight,
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permitted cash transactions, and carred fuds resulting from price mark-ups, rebates, and

commissions, there was a high risk that the TPAs did not comport with either DAIMER's new

. integrity code or the new Geniimi law outlawing bribery of foreign offcials. In the May 2000

memorandum, the head of internal audit also stated that the presence of TP As coild be viewed as

the company "facilitating fraudulent transactions within the organization." The head of internal

audit warned in the memorandum that, given the lack of internal controls over TP As, internal

audit could be held responsible for failing tu take remedial measures should certain transactions

occur and become public.

The May 2000 memorandum also recommended that internal audit, among other things,

review all TP As to determine whether commission payments reflected therein were legitimate,

conduct audits of all operational sales departments to "identify tàvors granted that might be

problematic from a legal point of view and canceling them as soon as possible," and requie all

DAIMLER contract parers to provide written confirmation that no commission or resale price

margins would be passed through to "sub-agents."

In an attachment to the May 2000 memorandum entitled "Overvew ofthe Curent

Internal Control Situation in Connection with Invoicing Instrctions (Incl. Commissions

Settlement)," the internal audit departent pointed out that DAIMER had no centrally

documented criteria to ensure that commission payments complied with the law and

DAIMLER's integrity code. It also noted that DAIMLER lacked central regulation for granting

price inclusions and commissions to accounts in countries "with off-shore status." Internal audit

concluded that such practices placed DAIMLER at serious risk of violating its own integrity

code, damaging its corporate reputation, and contravening German tax law to the extent that the
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company declared commissions to foreign offcials as an operating expense and thus took a tax

deduction. Internal audit also stated in this document that sales management lacked a wilingness

to allow more transparency intu the transactions through the TPAs. Internal audit ultimately

concluded that DAIMLER should: (1) close all TPAs unless they met due diligence

requirements and were proven legitimate; and (2) obtain documented proof of actual services

rendered by outside agents and business parers and representations that commissions were not

passed tu unauthorized sub-agents.

Following the issuance of the May 2000 internal audit memorandum and attachments,

DAlMLER's then head of internal audit recommended in 2001 that all TPAs be shutdown. The

then head of DC OS and other members of DAILER's overseas sales management resisted this

recommendation.

In or about 2000 or 2001, an employee of DAIMER's internal audit department wrote

an undated document entitled "Systematics and Handling Alternatives of Useful Expenditures"

(the "Useful Expenditures Document"). The Useful Expenditues Document set forth in explicit

detail ways in which DAIMER's internal audit departent was aware that DAIMLER

employees had made and could make bribe payments, including the following:

(a) cash payments from secret accounts;

(b) payment for fictitious shipments or arificial invoices;

(c) payment for fictitious services, such as phony consulting services;

(d) granting credits without justification;

(e) waiving claims/charges or collection;

(f) entering into fictitious employment relationships;
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(g) taking cash from employees' own accounts through a false
declaration that the fuds wil be used in the private sector;

(h) personally delivering cash inside or outside the countr ofthe "home

country national;"

(i) granting an "agency commission" to decision makers or through
"third part agency commissions to persons closely associated with
the decision maker who will pass on the fuds in whole or in part;"

G) granting "donations" to institutions that the decision-maker is
interested in supporting;

(k) "price surcharges" charged to third party accounts and used for

usefu expenditues;

(1) using the "grey market for corrption puroses;"

(m) using countries with strict bank secrecy laws or weak regulations
over cash deposits; and

(n) granting special ters for DAIMLER products and services, such as

special discounts.

In the U seni1 Expenditues Dociinent, the DAIER internal audit employee also assessed

both the level of difficulty to law enforcement authorities in proving corrption cared out through

the various methods as well as the relative costs of different methods of making improper payments.

The document went on to describe technques that reduced the likelihood of detection. For example,

under the section of the document discussing "payment of fictitious 'services'" though artificial

invoices or consulting services, the document reflected that this is a "relatively easy" method of

committing bribery provided that the "entrepreneurial status of the parter is plausible and the

fictitious 'fees' are within plausible range." The document also reflected that the probability of

discovery was low "especially if a foreign company acts as servce provider, which may also assurc

the fuction of corrption intermediary," but that this paricular "tye of bribery is comparatively
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expensive for the paying party (i.e., DAlLERJ due to the participation of the state on the side of

the recipient." Significantly, the document noted that the payment of "useful expenditues" through

these methods was subject to criminal prosecution in countries such as the United States.

In 2002, DAIMLER changed its offcial TP A policy to no longer permit cash payments or

the use of checks charged to a TPA, and it closed its cash desk in Stuttgart, Germany. However,

certainDAlER employees, subsidiares, and affliates continued to utilize offshore bank accounts

and bank accounts maintained by DAIMLER and others to make improper cash payments.

DAIMER also instituted a new policy in 2002 requiring the beneficiaries of TP As to designate a

"reference ban account" to which payments could be wired or otherwise transferred, thus avoiding

the need for cash disbursements from the cash desks. There was no requiement, however, that the

reference ban account be maintained in the countr in which the account holder resided or where

the services provided by the account beneficiar had purportedly been rendered. It remained the case

that DAIMLER failed to monitor payments directed by management from the TPAs.

Ultimately, by 2004, DAIMLER had reduced the number of TPAs from more than 200 to

approximately 40, with ofï:the-books accounts remaining in connection with business in certain high

risk countries for corrption, such as Nigeria. However, DAlLER failed to implement policies

suffcient to ensure the remaing TP As were not being used to make improper payments to foreign

governent offcials. In addition, internal audit's resources were insuffcient to conduct

transactional audits ofTPAs or other accounts to ensure compliance with the FCPA and other anti-

corruption statutes.
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Only in 2005, some time after the inception of the SEC and DOl investigations of

DAIMLER, did DAIMLER eliminate the use of TPAs entirely and impose the controls necessary

to prevent, deter, and detect the making of improper payments to foreigu government ufficials.

IV. DAIMLER'S BRIBERY IN SPECIFIC COUNTRIES

A. RUSSIA

1. Background Regarding DAIMLER's Bribery In Russia

DaimlerChrysler Automotive Russia SAO ("DCAR"), uuw known as Mercedes-Benz Russia

SAO, was aMoscow-based, whollyowned subsidiary of Daimler AG. DCAR sold DAILER spare

parts, assisted with the sale of vehicles from various DAIMLER divisions in Germany, including in

particular DCOS, to government customers in the Russian Federation ("Russia"), and also imported

DAIMLER passenger and commercial vehicles into Russia for sale to customers and distributors.

DAIMLER sold passenger cars and commercial vehicles directly from its headquarters in

Stuttgart, Germany, to its Russian governent clients with the assistance ofDCAR and DAIMLER' s

representative office in Moscow. DAIMLER caried out such sales from DCOS with DCAR acting

as an agent to assist with such direct sales. DCAR and DAILER sold passenger cars, commercial

vehicles, and Unimogs in Russia.

DAIMER's business in Russia was substantiaL. DCAR and DAIMLER's government

customers in Russia included the Russian Ministr of Internal Affairs, the Russian military, the City

of Moscow, the City ofUfa, and the City of Novi Urengoi, among others. DAIMLER, through

DCAR, made improper payments at the request of Russian government officials or their designees

in order to secure business from Russian governent customers. Payments of this natue were made

with the knowledge and participation of the former senior management of DCAR and DCOS.
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DAIMLER and DCAR sometimes made improper payments to governent officials in

Russia to secure business by over-invoicing the customer and paying the excess amount back to the

government officials, or to other designated thid parties that provided no legilimate services to

DAIMLER or DCAR with the understanding that such payments would be passed on, in whole or

in part, to Russian government officials. When payments were made to third parties, the payments

were recorded on one of at least nine DAILER debtor accounts.

These overpayments were maintained as reserves un DAILER's books and records in

certain internal debtor accounts, including debtor accounts that were identified by the name of the

govemment customer with which DAIER and DCAR did business. Whenrequested, DAIMLER

employees wired and authorized the wiring of payments from DAIMLER's ban accounts in

Germany to, among other destinations, U.S. and Latvian bank accounts beneficially owned by shell

companies with the understandig that the money, in whole or in par, was for the benefit of Russian

governent offcials.

A former senior member ofDCAR' s Govemment Sales and Passenger Car Sales departments

(the "DCAR Governent Sales Executive") authorized these payments to Russian government

offcials and designated third paries via Daimler's debtor accounts, which payments were intended

to induce passenger vehicle sales to Russian government customers. DAIMLER and DCAR

employees often directed the payments to Russian officials into these offcials' Latvian bank

accounts that were nominally held in the name of shell companies, some of which were U.S.-

registered corporations.
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As set forth below, DAIMER and DCAR employees also made and authorized the making

of cash payments to Russian government offcials employed at Russian governent customers, or

their designees, in order to induce sales ofUnimogs to several Russian governent municipalities.

DAIMLER and DCAR recorded improper payments to Russian government offcials or their

designees, in their books and records as "commissions," "special discounts," and "N.A."

a. Overall Sales

Overall, between 2000 and 2005, DAIMLER's vehicle sales in Russia, consisting of sales

of passenger vehicles, commercial vehicles, and Unimogs, totaled approximately €1.4 bilion, of

which approximately 5% or €64,660,000 was derived from the sale of vehicles to Russian

governent customers. As set forth below, in cOllection with these vehicle sales, DCAR and

DAIMLER made over €3 milion in improper payments to Russian governent officials employed

at their Russian governental customers, their designees, or to thid-part shell companies that

provided no legitimate services to DAIMLER or DCAR with the understanding that the fuds would

be passed on, in whole or in par, to Russian governent officials.

b. Passenger Car Sales

DCAR employees acted as liaisons to Russian governent customers, including the Russian

Ministry of Internal Affairs, known by its intials in Russian as "MVD." MVD was the Russian

government agency principally responsible for policing, militia, immigrtion, and other fuctions.

The Russian traffic police fell under the supervision of the MVD. The MVD and the Special

Purpose Garage ("SPG") were DAIMLER's principal Russian government customers for passenger

cars between 2000 and 2005. DAIMLER made improper payments to Russian officials employed
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at its Russian governent customers directly and through agents and third-pary shell companies

in order to secure contracts to sell passenger cars.

In total, DAIMLER and DCAR made approximately€2,866,28 1 in payments to 23 different

parties that were recorded on the debtor accounts used in connection with sales of passenger cars to

the SPG, at least €1.4 million of which was used to pay bribes directly to Russian government

offcials with the SPG or was used to pay third parties with the understanding that such payments

would be passed on, in whole or in par, to Russian governent officials with the SPG.

In addition, DAIMER and DCAR made approximately €3.8 milion in payments to third

parties that were recorded on the debtor accounts used in connection with sales of passenger cars to

the MVD, at least €1.8 milion of which, in whole or in par, was used to pay bribes to Russian

governent offcials with the MVD or was used to pay third parties with the understanding that such

payments would be passed on, in whole or in par, to Russian governent officials with the MVD.

DAIMLER and DCAR made payments to MVD consultants with the knowledge that those

payments would be passed on, in whole or in part, to Russian governent officials or their designees

in their efforts to obtain and retain business from the Russian MVD.

c. Commercial Vehicle Sales

Between 2000 and 2005, DAIMLER sold commercial vehicles diectly to government

customers in Russia from its Commercial Vehicles Division in Germany, with the assistance of

DCAR in areas such as contract negotiation, pricing, and the drafting of contracts. The two primary

Russian governent purchasers of DAIMLER's commercial vehicles were Machinoimport and

Dorinvest, both of which were Russian governent purchasing agents for the city of Moscow.
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Between 2000 and 2005, DAIMLER made improper payments to Russian government

offcials employed by state-owned customers and to third-party shell companies in order to secure

contracts to sell commercial vehicles to those customers. As with passenger car sales, the improper

payments were sometimes derived by inflating the purchase price of the vehicles and paying the

excess amount back to employees of DAIMLER's Russian governental customers or indiectly

through third-party shell companies. Some of these price differentials or "inclusions" were

improperly recorded in Daiiier's buuks and records as "servce reserves," although certain

DAIMLER and DeAR employees understood that these price surcharges were intended to be paid

as bribes to Russian government offcials or their designees.

Between 2000 and2005, DAIER and DCAR made at least 12 improper payments totaling

approximately€3 88,724 to seven different third partes in connection with the sale of its commercial

vehicles to Russian governent customers, including improper payments to an individual with close

ties to the Russian governent with the understanding that the payments would be passed on, in

whole or in part, to Russian governent offcials in connection with DAIMLER's sale of

commercial vehicles.

d. Unimog Sales

DAIMER sold Unimogs diectly from its Unimog division in Germany to its governent

customers in Russia. Because of import restrictions, most Unimogs were sold to Russian

government purchasing agents, including Dorivest and Machioimport.

Between 2000 and December 2005, DAIMLER sold 57 Unimogs to Russian customers,

approximately 90% of which were sold to government entities, totaling approximately €17.89

milion in sales. Thirty Unimogs were sold to the city of Moscow and its various subdivisions.
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lJAIMLERand DeAR made approximately€433,000 in improper payments to governent

Other Russian governent purchasers included the Russian military, the city ofUfa, and the city of

Novi Urengoi.

offcials in Russia directly and indirectly through third-par shell companies in order to secure

contracts to sell Unimogs to their Russian governent customers. DAlERmade these improper

payments in cash and through credits maintained in the company's onmibus credit accounts.

lJA1MLER generated reserve fuds for the improper payments byissuing invoices to its governent

2. Improper Payments In Connection With The Sale Of Passenger Vehicles

To The SPG

customer with prices that included only a partial discount. DAIMLER ultimately applied a larger

discount and maintained the difference as a credit in DAIMLER's books and records. These fuds

were then withdrawn and paid to the governent officials through shell companies.

Between in or about February 2001 and March 2005, DCAR and DAIMLER made 29

payments totaling approximately €928,023 to the Deutsche Bank account in Stuttgart, Gcrmany, of

a Russian government official at the SPG (the "SPG Official") in connection with DAIMLER's sale

of Mercedes Benz passenger cars to the SPG.

In or about April 2003, DCAR and DAIMLER made a payment of €139,800 from

DAIMLER's accowit in Gemiany to Berwick Commercial LLC, a corporation registered in

Delaware, with the understanding that payment would be passed on, in whole or in part, to the SPG

OffciaL.

Between in or about September 2001 and February 2002, DCAR and DAILER made five

payments tutaling approximately€3 1 3,050 fium DAIMER's accowlt in Germany to Kongress Food
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Ltd., a corporation with an address in Dublin, Ireland, with the understandig that the payments

would be passed on, in whole or in par, to the SPG OfficiaL.

Between in or about February 2004 and January 2005, DCAR and DAIMLER made six

payments totaling approximately €306,356 from DAIMLER's account in Germany to Delight

Commercial, Ltd., a corporation with an address in the Seychelles, with the understanding that the

payments would be passed on, in whole or in par, to the SPG OffciaL.

Between in or about Januar 2003 and May 2003, DCAR and Daimler made thee payments

totaling approximately€305 ,400 from DAIMLER's account in Germany to Pyront Allance Corp.,

a corporation with an address in the Bahamas, with the understanding that the payments would be

passed on, in whole or in par, to the SPG OfficiaL.

In or about January 2005, DCAR and DAIMLER made a payment of €99,6g2 trom

DAIMLER's account in Germany to Loretti LLP, a corporation with an address in the United

Kingdom, with the understanding that the payment would be passed on, in whole or in part, to the

SPG OfficiaL.

In or about 2005, UCAR and DAIMLER entered into a retroactive commission agreement

with an individual introduced to DAIMLER by an employee of the SPG as someone with close ties

to the Russian governent whom DAIMLER could use as an agentthrough which to make payments

to Russian governent offcials in exchange for assistance in securing business with the SPG.

In addition to the payments to the SPG Official, and the entities described above, between

in or about July 2001 and November 2005, DCAR and DAIMER made payments totaling

approximately €384,6l9 to at least 11 other shell companies that did not perform services for

DAIMLER suffcient to justify the payments, with the understanding that these payments would be
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passed on, in whole or in part, to Russian governent officials in exchange for assistance in securing

business with the SPG.

3. Improper Payments In Connection With The Sale ofPasseiiger Vehicles

To The Russian MVD

Between in or about August 2000 and November 2002, DCAR and DAIMLER made 22

payments totaling approximately €785,225 from DAIMLER's account in Germany to a Bank of

Similarly, between in or about Januar 2003 and June 2004, DCAR and DAIMER made

America account in San Diego, Californa, for Sittard Investments, a California corporation, to

secure sales of passenger cars to the Moscow traffc police.

13 payments totaling approximately €728,302 from DAIMLER's account in Germany to a bank

account in Latvia for Novitta Ltd., a Delaware corporation, in connection with passenger car sales

to the MVD.

Between in or about Januar 2005 and May 2005, DCAR and DAIMLER made. five

payments totaling approximately€402,876 from DAlLER' s account in Germany to a bank account

in Latvia for Tower Block Ventues, a U.K. corporation, for the benefit of a consultant to the MVD

in connection with sales of passenger cars to the MVD.

Between in or about September 2004 and December 2004, DCARand DAIMER made three

payments totaling approximately€235,200 fromDAlLER's account in Germany to a ban1caccount

in Latvia for Silvarado Ltd., a corporation that provided no legitimate servces for DAIMLER or

DCAR, in connection with passenger car sales to the MVD.

Between in or about May 2003 and August 2003, DeAR and DAIMLER made four

payments totaling approximately€l 89,29 1 from DAIMLER's account in Germany to a ban account
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in Latvia for Capital Allance Corp., a Florida corporation, in connection with passenger car sales

to the MVD and to the Russian military.

4. Improper Payments In Connection With The Sale Of Commercial

Vehicles

In 2004, DCAR and DAIMLER made three payments totaling approximately€58,000 from

DAIMLER's account in Germany to Tec1ioforex, a Delaware corporation, to secure the sale of one

commercial vehicle to the SPG for approximately€357,8l4.

5. Improper Payments In Connection With The Sale of Unimogs

a. Dorinvest

DCAR and DAIMLER agreed to make commission payments to two senior members of

Dorinvest (the "Dorinvest Officials"), a purchasing agent for the City of Moscow, both Russian

government officials, of approximately €7,343 and €2,447, respectively, in order to secure the

August 2001 sale of a Unimog to the city of Moscow.

In early 2002, in connection with the sale of seven Unimogs to the city of Moscow,

DAIMLER wired a payment of approximately $7,000 to the ban account of relatives of one of the

In or about November 200 1, DCAR and DAILER also made a payment from DAIMLER' s

Dorinvest Offcials who were living in Jerusalem, IsraeL.

account in Germany of approximately€34,427 to Contrex, a Cyprus corporation establishcd for the

benefit of the wife of one of the Dorinvest Officials.

b. Machinoimport

On or about January 24,2001, a DAIMER employee made a payment of approximately

DM15,000 from DAIMLER's account in Germany to the Latvian bank account of Fidelity Finance
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Corporation, a Delaware corporation, in connection with the sale of four Unimogs to Gormost, a

deparment within the city of Moscow responsible for bridges and tuels, with the understanding

that such payment would be passed on, in whole or in part, to Russian government uffcials in urder

to secure this sale.

On or about May 28,2001, DAlLER made a payment of approximately €30,072.62, also

from DAlLER' s account in Germany to Fidelity Finace Corporation's Latvian bank account, with

the understandig that such payment would be passed on, in whole or in part, tu Russian governent

officials in connection with an additional sale ofUnimogs.

c. Rnssian Miltary

On or about July 15, 2003, DCAR and DAIMER made a payment of approximately

€5,418.09 ÍÌom DAIMLER's account in Germany to the Latvian bank account of Forfu Co., a

Delaware corporation, in connection with the sale of one Unimog to the Russian military, with the

understanding that such payment would be passed on, in whole or in part, to Russian military

offcials.

On or about January 31,2002, DeAR and DAIMLER made a payment of approximately

€19,488 from DAIMLER's account in Germany to the Swiss bank account of North cote Holdings,

a Costa Rican corporation, in connection with the sale of another Unimog to the Russian military,

with the understanding that such payment would be passed on, in whole or in part, to Russian

military offcials.

d. City ofUfa

On or about March 19,2001, April 24, 2001, and June 19, 2001, DCAR and DAIMLER

made payments totaling approximately DM55,030 from DAIMLER's account in Germany to an
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offcial with the Deparment of Communal Economy and Town Improvements for the City ofUfa,

a Russian muncipal government offcial, as well as another unidentified individual, in connection

with the sale of seven Uniinogs to the City ofUfa.

In or about February 2001, DCAR and DAIMLER paid an additional DM9,191.4

commission to this undentified individual, as well as another person, in connection with the City

ofUfa's purchase of an eighth Unimog.

e. City of N ovi U rengoi

On or about March 19, 2002, DCAR and DAIMLER made a payment of approximately

€7,635 from DAIlILER's account in Germany to a senior municipal government offcial with the

City of No vi Urengoi in connection with the sale of a Unimog to the City of No vi Urengoi.

On or abouLJ uly 17,2002, DCAR and DAIMER made a payment of approximately€26,650

to the bank account of Crofton Allian, a Delaware corporation, in connection with the sale of a

second Unimog to the City of Novi Urengoi, with the understanding that such payment would be

passed on, in whole or in part, to a Russian government offciaL.

In or about September 2002, a DAIMLER employee made a separate €4,44l.64 payment in

cash to the same Russian government officiaL.

B. CHINA

1. Background Regarding DAIMLER'S Bribery In China

At various ties, DAIMLER operated a myriad of wholly and parially-owned subsidiaries

and joint ventues to sell its vehicles in the People's Republic of China ("China") and Hong Kong.

DaimlerChrysler China Ltd. ("DCCL"), now known as Daimler Nort East Asia Ltd., was

a Beijing-based wholly-owned DAILER subsidiary and cost center that managed DAIMLER's
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business relationships in China, assisted DAIMLER in selecting and managing its joint ventus in

China, and helped manage DAIER's expatrate employees in China.

Although DCCL did not itself sell any vehicles directly into China, ceitain DCCL employees

assisted with the sale of vehicles by various DAIMLER divisions in Germny to governent

customers in China, including principally the Bureau of Geophysical Prospecting ("BGP"), a

division of the China National Petroleum Corporation, a Chinese state-owned oil company, and

Siiiopec Corp. ("Sinopec"), a Chinese state-owned energy company. Both BGP and Sinupec were

involved in, among other things, exploration for oil and gas.

Between 2000 and 2005, DCCL employees and/or DAlLER employees through DCCL

made at least€4,173,944 in improper payments in the form of "commissions," delegation travel, and

gifts for the benefit uf Chinese government offcials or their designees, in connection with over

€112,357,7l9 in sales of commercial vehicles and Unimogs to Chinese governent customers.

These sales were made directly from DAlLER's commercial vehicles and Unimog divisions in

Germany through varous intermediaries to Chinese government customers with the assistance of

DCCL employees in the commercial vehicles division.

As set forth below, to make improper payments to Chinese governent officials, DAIMER

and DCCL tyically inflated the sales price of vehicles sold to Chinese government customers and

maintained the overpayments in debtor accounts on DAlLER's books and records, including one

debtor account called the "special commissions" account. The "special commissions" account, also

known as the "819" account for the last three digits of the account number, was used by DAIMER

to make improper payments to Chinese governent offcials. DCCL employees, including its then

head of sales and marketing (the "Sales and Marketing Head"), disbursed payments from the 819
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account to and for the benefit of Chinese government officials. The Sales and Marketing Head was

in charge of sales for commercial vehicles and had the authority to cause the wiring of fuds from

a DAIMLER bank account in Germany to Chinese governent offcials or their designees. At the

time, no checks or policies were in place to ensure the legitimacy or appropriateness of such

payments.

DCCL and DAIMLER also employed agents to assist in securing commercial vehicles and

Unimog business from Chinese government customers. Neither DCCL nor DAIMLER performed

due diligence on these agents, and there were inadequate controls in place to ensure that payments

agreements were often not in writing. In addition, DCCL and DAILER lacked adequate oversight

made to agents were not passed on to Chinese governent officials and their designees. The agency

into the appropriateness or purose of payments from debtor accounts that ultimately went to

government officials in China and their designees. Finance and controls oversight was so lacking

with respect to DAIMER's sale of commercial vehicles in China that DCCL' s Sales and Marketing

Head was able to remove at least approximately €230,000 from a company debtor account without

detection, and then directed those fuds to the oí1hore bank account of his wife.

2. Use Of Agents To Make Improper Payments For The Purpose Of

Securing Business From Chinese State-Owned Or Controlled Entities

Between 2001 and 2004, DCCL and DAILER at the direction of Chinese gove11l1ent

officials made improper payments totaling at least €188,840 into U.S. bank accounts belonging to

third parties to obtain contracts valued at €5,533,38l for the sale of commercial vehicles and

Unimogs to Chinese government customers. These payments were made into U.S. bank accounts

even though no par of the transaction involved the U.S., nor were the entities that nominally
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controlled the ban accounts parties to any of the transactions. DCCL and DAIMLER did not

perform any due diligence to discern who the recipients of the payments were. Furer, the corporate

entities Uial received the payments from DAIMLER for the benefit of the Chinese governent

officials performed no legitimate services for DCCL or DAIMLER and did nothing to earn these

payments.

a. M.F. Mechanical & Electrical, Inc.

On or about July 27,2001, DCCL and DAIMLER paid M.F. Mechanical & Electrical, Inc.

("M.F. Mechanical"), approximately €98,300 in connection with a €1,875, 777 contract for the sale

ofUnimogs to Changqing Petroleum, a Chinese state-owned or controlled entity in the energy sector.

DAIMLER wired the payment from its account in Germany to M.F. Mechanical's bank account at

the Far East National Ban in Los Angeles, Californa. The payment was for the benefit of the

Changqing official who helped DAIMER secure the contract. Although a consulting contract

existed between M.F. Mechanical and DAIMLER, it was signed aftr the underlying contract

between DCCL and Changqing was executed, and one month before a DCCL executive authorized

the €98,300 improper payment. DCCL and DAIMER made the payment with the understanding

that it would be passed on, in whole or in part, to the Chagqing offcial or his designees.

b. Shores International

On or about Februar 28, 2002, DCCL and DAIMER made a purported commission

payment in the amount of€l 8,000 from its account in Germany to Shores hiternational ("Shores"),

a Texas corporation, to an account at Metrobank in Houston, Texas, in connection with the sale of

€1,009,497 worth of commercial vehicles to Sinopec. The payment to Shores, the corporate address

for which was a residential apartent complex in Houston, was a purorted commission payment
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to the wife of a Chinese governent official at Sinopec involved in contract implementation. DCCL

and DAIMLER made the payment with the understanding that it would be passed on, in whole or

in par, to Sinopec offcials or their designees.

c. Lily Energy Services, Inc.

On or about February 21, 2003, DCCL and DAIMLER made a purported commission

payment of approximately €15,000 from an account in Germany to Lily Energy Services, Inc.

("Lily"), a Texas corporation, at American First National Bank in Houston, Texas, in connection

with the sale of six Actros trcks valued at €492,000 to Changqing. Lily was owned by the same

Changqing official for whose benefit the payment was made through M.F. Mechanical, referenced

above. There was no written consulting agreement between DCCL or DAIMER and Lily, nor did

Lilyprovide any legitimate services to DCCL or Daimler. DCCL and DAIMLER made the payment

with the understanding that it would be passed on, in whole or in part, to the Changqing official or

his designees.

d. King Jack, Inc.

On or about October 25, 2004, DCCL and DAIMER made a payment of approximately

€53,540 from an account in Germany to King Jack Inc., a California corporation, to an account at

Cathay Ban, City of Industr, California, in connection with the June 2004 sale of 16 Unimogs and

12 Actros to Sinopec, a deal valued at over€2 milion. The owner of King Jack had a U.S. address

in Texas. Neither King Jack nor its owner performed any legitimate services for DCCL or

DAIMLER. DCCL and DAILER made the payment with the understanding that it would be

passed on, in whole or in par, to Sinopec officials or their designees.
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e. Chinese Agent A

On June 9, 2003, a DCCL employee wired approximately €4,000 from DCCL's account in

Germany to an individual's ("Chinese Agent A's") account at Ban of America in San Francisco,

California, in connection with the sale of one Actros truck, valued at €87,000, to BGP. There was

neither a written consulting agreement between DCCL or DAIMER and this individual, nor did he

perform any services for DCCL or Daimler. DCCL and DAIMLER made the payment with the

understanding that it would be passed un, in whole or in part, to BGP offcials or their designees.

3. Additional Improper Payments For The Purpose Of Securing Business

From Chinese State-Owned Entities

Dccr" and DAIMLER made improper payments directly to Chinese governent officials

in connection with sales to BGP and Sinopec, DAIMLER's largest governent customers for its

commercial vehicles in China. In total, DAILER and DCCL made approximately €2,599,694 in

improper payments to Chinese government offcials associated with these. entities to assist in

obtaining sales worth approximately €7l,562,882.

DCCL and Daimler made the following improperpayrents to assist in obtaining or retaing

business from BGP and Sinopec:

(a) Between April 2000 and October 2004, miltiple payments totaling at least

approximately €155,905 for the purose of entertaining executives at both
entities;

(b) On or about July 8, 2003 and September 17, 2004, payments totaling
approximately €56,400 into accounts at multiple banks to an individual
associated with an offcial at BGP in charge of operations in another country;

(c) On or about December 16, 2004, a payment of approximately €14,800 to a

relative of a Chinese govemment official associated with BGP in connection
with the sale of commercial vehicles to BGP;
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(d) Between March 2002 and Februar 2003, payments totaling approximately
€30,000 in commissions for "marketing research" to the Stuttgart bank
account of the son of an offcial of BGP; and

(e) On or about April 18, 2002, a payment ofapproximately€57,000 to the wife
of a Chinese government offcial employed at Sinopec. In order to conceal
the natue of the payment, on or about April 13, 2001, the day after Sinopec
agreed to purchase commercial vehicles from DAILER, DCCL employees,
on behalf of the company, entered into a phony consulting agreement with the
wife of the Chinese government official, in exchange for which no services
were ever performed.

Between 2000 and 2005, DCCL and DAIMLER provided the fullowing things of value,

among others, to the son of a Chinese governent official who made purchasing decisions for BGP

in order to assist in securing business from BGP:

(a) internships at DAIMLER for him and his girlfrend in 2001;

(b) letters from a funner DAIMLER employee to German immigration officials

to assist him and his girlfrend with their efforts to obtain student visas;

(c) €2,223 in expenses to attend a trck race in July 2004 for him, the Chinese

governent offcial, and others;

(d) use of a Mercedes passenger car over a period of time; and

(e) employment at DAIMLER from January-Apri12005 with a monthly salar
of€600.

4. Improper Payments For Delegation Trips For The Purpose Of Securing

Business From Sinopec

Between 1998 and 2005, DCCL and Daimler also provided at least €268,568 worth of

delegation trips to employees of its governent customers in China for the purpose of assisting in

securng business from those customers. Agents working as intermediares between DCCL and

DAIMLER, on the one hand, and its Chinese government customers, on the other hand, typically

requested the delegation trips up front during the contract negotiation process on behalf of the
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customer involved. DCCL and DAILER then estimated the cost of the trip and increased the

(a) Payments totaling €35,648 for a l4-day delegation trip in December 200 1 for
12 Sinopec offcials to Germany, along with gifts worth €980 to the

government officials on the trip; and

purchase price of the vehicles accordingly. Some contracts characterized these trips as "factory

inspection trips," even thuugh the trips were primarly visits to tourist locations.

DCCL and DAIMLER made the following payments in connection with delegation trips for

the purose of assisting in securing business from Sinopec:

(b) Payments totaling €40,257 in July 2004 for a delegation trip for Sinopec
officials to Germany. On or about July 15, 2004, a DCCL employee stated
in an e-mail that the delegation members planned to travel all over Europe
and would be provided pocket money.

C. VIETNAM

1. Background Regarding DAILER's Bribery in Vietnam

Mercedes Benz Vietnam ("MBV") was responsible for the sale of DAIMLER vehicles into

Vietnam, including to DAIMLER's Vietnamese governent customers. Between 2000 and 2005,

MBV was majority owned (70%) and controlled by DAIMLER through its subsidiary Daimler Benz

Vietnam Investments Singapore Pte. Ltd., which DAIMLER wholly owned from June 30, 2003

through 2006. Although a Vietnamese government entity, Saigon Auto Corp., was a minority owner

(30%) ofMBV, MBV was managed primarily by German DAIMER employccs. In 2004, MBV

had $107 millon in revenue and $7.6 milion in profit from all sales in Vietnam.

As set fort below, DAIMLER employees working at MBV made improper payments and

provided gifts and other things of value to Vietnamese government officials in exchange for business

from Vietnamese governent owned and controiicd customers. These improper payments were
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Thc makg of improper payments was known about and encouraged at the highest levels of

routinely paid to government offcials through broker commissions. In MBV's books and records,

these payments were improperly categorized as broker commissions, cost of goods sold, and/or gifts.

the former MEV management. For example, in a May 2004 memorandum, MBV's then diector of

sales and marketing stated that "market share and profitability have been very disappointing in recent

months" and reminded everyone of the "support that MBV has extended to all of you in order to

improve thc salcs situation," which included price promotions, special training, and "(rnJust lenient

reguation on broker commission."

The same MBV sales and marketing director wrote the following in a May 2004 email:

"As I agreed in last management meeting, agencies and showrooms can use regular
discount and special discount in any possible combination for:

. Cash Discount

. Broker commission

. Gifts

Maximum invoiced price is List Price, if all discount (regular + special) is used for
broker commission and/or gifts. This decision was made to accommodate

requirements from (state-owned enterprises J - Government, Administration
custoiiiers. "
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One MBV employee encouraged MBV management and others within DAIMER to

eliminate improper payments to brokers and government offcials as early as 2003. In response to

that employee's concerns, the CFO of the DAIMER business unit under which MBV operated,

which at the time was called DC Southeast Asia, incorrectly instrcted the employee that as long as

the improper payments were accurately recorded in DAIMER's books and records (which they

were not), there was no problem. MBV employees and managers continued to make and authorize

improper payments to Vietnamese government offcials until mid-2005.
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2. Saigon Bus

On or about February 5, 2004, Saigon Passenger Transport Company ("Saigon Bus"), a

guvernental entity in Vietnam, entered into a contract with MBV for the purchase of200 buses.

The total value of the contract was approximately $14,653,000. On or about December 29, 2004,

and pursuant to a sham consulting agreement, MBV wired a payment of approximately $54,343.64

from its Deutsche Bank account in Ho Chi Minh City to the Wells Fargo Ban Texas N.A. ban

account of Trading & Investment Houston, a U.S.-based entity. As a result of this deal, MBV eared

approximately €7.4 milion in revenue and approximately €2.l milion in profits.

During the negotiations of ths deal, a Vietnamese governent official with the government-

owned Saigon High Tech Park suggested that MEV make a contribution to the high tech park as a

condition of DAILER andMBV winning the bus contract. The offcial requested thatMBV make

an investment in the high tech park of 150% of the bus contract value, or approximately

$22,300,000, over five years.

Approximately one month after MEV and Saigon Bus signed a contract for the sale of200

buses that also obligated MBV to invest in the high tech park, MB V signed a second agreement with

a Californa-based company to assume MBV's $22.3 million debt in exchange for a payment from

MEV to the Californa-based company of 1 % of the investment amount, or $223,000.

After these agreements were signed, a Vietnamese governent official associated with

Saigon Bus demanded that MB V pay him a broker's commission in connection 'with the transaction.

MBV agreed to make the improper payment to the Saigon Bus official though the entity Trading

& Investment Houston. High ranking MEV executives approved the improper payments.
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In order to effectuate the payment of the commission, representatives at Saigon Bus, along

with high ranking MEV executives and other sales employees all agreed to create a sham consulting

agreemcnt with Trading & Investment Houston. This agreement, signed on November 20, 2004,

required MBV to pay Trading & Investment Houston in two installments totaling $147,690. On or

about December 29, 2004, MEV paid the first installment in the approximate amount of $54,343.

Payment of the second instalhnent was stopped by DAIMLER in the course of its internal

invcstigation.

3. ASEM 5 Conference

In October 2004, Hanoi hosted the Asia Europe Meeting ("ASEM 5"), a conference designed

to increase communication and interaction between Asia and Europe. In preparation for ASEM 5,

the Vietnamese government sought to obtain 78 Mercedes Benz passenger cars in order to transport

officials attending the conference. MEV desired to provide the conference with Mercedes Benz

vehicles and, as a result, agreed to lend the vehicles to the Vietnamese governent free of charge.

In exchange, the Vietnamese government allowed MBV to import these 78 completely assembled

passenger cars into Vietnam at a tariff rate of only 25%, when the standard tariff rate for completely

assembled cars was 100%. Following the conference, MBV sold almost all ofthe vehicles within

a few months time. As a result, MBV made a much higher profit, approximately €1.65 milion,

because of the lower tariff costs.

In connection with this arrangement, MBV made approximately $400,000 in improper

payments to Vietnamese governent officials, all of which were improperly recorded in MBV's

corporate books and records. For instance, on or about September 6, 2004, MBV wired $90,000

from MEV's Deutsche Ban account to accounts controlled by a Vietnamese governent offce
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associated with import licensing. Then, on or about October 13, 2004, MBV paid an additional

$90,000 to the import licensing offce in exchange for the favorable licensing/tariff treatment. This

total of $180,000 in payments was improperly recorded in MBV's books and records as expenses

relating to the provision of cars to the ASEM 5 conference, including driver training and gasoline.

In addition, MBV personnel paid a Vietnamese government official $220,000 for allowing MBV to

provide Mercedes Benz vehicles to the conference. An internal MBV price calculation form for the

ASEM 5 conference contains a line item for "Connssion and Gifts (for broker)" that anticipates

the payment of $220,000 by MBV. In order to conceal the improper payment, MBV entered into a

phony consulting agreement, dated July 30, 2004, with Viet Thong Limited Company ("Viet

Thong"), a Vietnamese shell entity. The agreement purorted to provide for Viet Thong to conduct

a study of emissions services and technology in Vietnam. The contract provided that MBV would

pay Viet Thong $220,000, the exact same amount allotted for broker's commissions and gifts in

MBV's ASEM 5 price calculation.

A search of business records shows that Viet Thong was a purorted export and import

company formed in December 2004, five months after entering into the purorted consulting

agreement \vith MBV and after MBV made the aforementioned improper payments to it. Moreover,

the company's function was listed in registration documents as "Export/Import," not vehicle

emissions research or anyting remotely related to that field.

The fake consilting contract with Viet Thong was created by MBV management and sales

personnel to conceal the tre natue of these payments. During this same time, MBV's chief

financial officer (the "MBV CFO") had raised questions about the appropriateness of these

payments. Other MBV employees came forward with a written report, supposedly from Viet Thong,
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entitled "Development and Evaluation of Advanced Catalyst Technology for ULEV Emission Levels

with Gasoline Fueled Vehicles," as evidence that Viet Thong was a legitimate company and had

performed genuine seivices pursuant to its agreement with MBV. The report was actually a study

of emissions standards for 1997 Ford Escorts, not Mercedes Benz vehicles in Vietnam. The report

was written in 1998, not 2004, and was by the Principal Investigator for the Center for

Environmental Research and Technology, College of Engineering, University of California, not by

Viet Thong. The original report was publicly available on the Internet. Viet Thong letterhead had

merely been "cut-and-pasted" onto the plagiarized report, listing Viet Thong as the author, and

deleting references to the true authors throughout the report.

4. Ministry of Public Security

Between 2003 and 2005, MBV entered into three contracts with the Ministr of Public

Security in Vietnam to provide Mercedes Benz vehicles. Pursuant to the first contract, MBV sold

three S-Class 500L passenger cars for €968,490 to the Police Ministr. Under the second contract,

MBV agreed to sell a Pullman limousine for €386,054 to the Police Ministr. Under the third

contract, MBV agreed to sell 12 E-Class passenger cars for €504,000 to the Ministr of Public

Security. Sales under the first contract, which was consummated, generated approximately €1.68

milion in revenues and €26l,000 in profits for DAIMLER. Senior management within MBV

approved three separate payments to Vietnamese governent officials in the Ministry of Public

Security for the purose of securing these contracts. In particular, in or about 2004, MBV made an

improper payment of €72,000 and agreed to make additional payments of approximately €95.000

and €72,000 to Vietnamese government officials in the Ministry of Public Security through an

intermediary called Teamwork Co., Ltd.
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D. TURKENISTAN

Between 2000 and 2006, DAIMLER sold approximately 879 vehicles to customers in

Turkmenistan, including to the Turkmenistan government, directly from DCOS, its overseas sales

division headquartered in Stuttgar, Germany, though a Vienna-based vehicle distributor called IPC

and its affiiate.

1. Gifts to a High Level Turkmen Execntive Government Official

a. 2000 Birthday Gif

In February 2000, DAIMLER and IPC delivered to a high-level executive official of

Turkmenistan's government (the "Turkmen Government Official") an armored Mercedes Benz S-

class passenger car, valued at more than €300,000, for his birthday. Neither the Turkmen

Governent Offcial nor the Turkmen government paid for the vehicle. DCOS employees believed

that if DAILER and IPC failed to provide this birthday gift, or failed to provide it on time, all of

DAILER's sales to the Turkmenistan government in 2000 would be in jeopardy. At this time in

February 2000, DAIMLER was in negotiations to sell the following vehicles to the Turkmenistan

government: 3 Sprinter Luxury VIP buses; 2 arored Mercedes Benz S-class passenger cars; 34

armored Sprinter vehicles; 48 Actros trcks; and 80 Actros trcks with tankers. Although only a

fraction of these vehicles were ultimately sold to the Turkmenistan government, employees within

DCOS agreed to provide this birthday gift to the Turkren Governent Official with the expectation

that they would receive large contracts for the purchase of vehicles by the Turkmenistan governent

in the coming year.
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b. Long Term Commercial Agreement

In approximately July 2002, the then head of DCOS, with the assistance of ¡PC, began

discussions with the Turkrnen Guvernment Offcial about a long ter commercial agreement

between DAIMLER and the Turkmenistan govemment. In January 2003, DAIMLER's distributor

IPC purchased a golden box, had translated from the Turkmen language into German the Turkmen

Govemment Offcial's personal manifesto, and then had 10,000 copies printed, at a total cost of

approximately $250,000. On February 6, 2003, DAIJILER and DCOS presented the Turkmen

Government Official with the translated copy of his manfesto in the golden box. The 10,000

additional copies were given to the Turkmen government. The gifts were in exchange for and in

acknowledgment of the Turkmen Governent Official's long term commitment to purchase

DAIMER vehicles for his government. The translation and copying payment of $250,000 was

improperly recorded in DAIMER's books and records as "expenses to develop Commonwealth of

Independent States' successor market - Turkmenistan."

2. "N.A." Payments

On several occasions, DAIMLER employees from DCOS made and authorized "N.A."

payments to various officials of the Turkmenistan government in order to assist in securing the

purchase of DAIllLER vehicles by Turkmen government customers. Transactions involving

improper N.A. payments include the following:

(a) September 1999 sale of 18 Mercedes Benz S-c1ass passenger cars to the

Turkmen Cabinet of Ministers in a contract valued at €l, 121 ,43 8, involving
"N.A." payments totaling $20,000;

(b) 2000 sale of 1 00 buses from Mercedes Benz Turkey through IPC to the
Turkmenstan Transportation Ministr in a contract valued atDM2 i ,885,468,
involving "N.A." payments ofDM2,525,640;
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(c) February 2003 sale of 50 Sprinter ambulances to the Turkmenistan Ministry

of Health in a contract valued at€689,024, involving payment of€75,000
labeled as "N.A." and the provision of a free ambulance worth €120,000; and

(d) May 2004 sale uf 25 Actrus trcks to an entity owned or controlled by a
Turkmenistan governent offcial in a contract wort €1,334,8l6, involving
a payment of$25,000 labeled as "N.A."

E. NIGERIA

1. Background Regarding DAIMLER's Bribery in Nigeria

Between 1981 and 2007, DAIMLER sold vehicles into Nigeria though an entity named

Anambra Motor Manufactuing Company ("Anammco"), a joint ventue between DAILER and

the Nigerian government. Anammco received deliveries of completely built up ("CBU") and

completely knocked down ("CKD") DAIMLER vehicles from DAIMLER manufactuing facilities

in countries such as Brazil, the United States, Germany, Indonesia, and Korea for sale into the

Nigerian market. Anammco also assembled commercial vehicles for sale to the general public,

private companies, and government agencies in Nigeria.

DAIMLER owned 40% of Anammco and controlled Anammco, inter alia, through

Anammco's then managing diector, who was a German expatriate and dual employee of both

DAIMER and Anammco (the "Anamco executive"). Under the operative Anammco corporate

governng documents, DAIMLER had the right to choose the managing director "with whom all

powers are vested to run the entire business." Anammco's seven-member board of directors

included three DAIMLER employees, including the then head of DC OS (the "DCOS executive").

Anammco's sole business was the manufacture and sale of DAIMLER vehicles. In addition,

DAIMLER maintained a representative office in Nigeria.
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DAILER maintained at least four TPAs controlled by the Anammco executive and the

DCOS executive. In some circumstances, profits from the sale of DAIMLER vehicles into Nigeria

wcrc transferred from company accounts to these TP As, where they were maintained as ledger

balances. In at least two instances, DAIMLER employees, includig the Anammco executive, used

fuds from these accounts to make improper payments to Nigerian governent offcials in order to

secure business. These payments were authorized at the highest levels of former DCOS

managcmcnt, and were either improperly recorded in DAIMLER's books and records or were not

recorded at alL.

2. Payments in Exchange for Sales to the State Honse

In 1998, DAIMLER entered into a contract to sell vehicles to the Nigerian State House,

which was also known as the Nigerian Presidential Complex, and was the office and residence of

the Nigerian President (the "State House Contract"). Specifically, on October 5, 1998, the Anammco

executive, on behalf of DAIMER, agreed to sell 23 new Mercedes Benz passenger vehicles to the

State House for DM15,882,302. Additionally, a used MB 600 Pullman limousine was armored and

sold to the Nigerian State House for $365,000. The State House Contract was signed by a State

House offcial on behalf of the Nigerian government, and by the Anammco executive. These

vehicles were intended for use by high-level members of the executive branch of the Nigerian

governent.

DCOS maintained a fie labeled "grenzüberschreitende Bestechnungen," which translates as

"cross border briberies." That file contained a memorandum dated January 21, 1999, from the then

head of finance for DCOS, with copy to the DCOS executive, among others, which stated that

DAIMER charged the State House approximately 21 % over the wholesale price for the vehicles,
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parts, and services. The memorandum further stated that a credit should be posted to a TP A for such

things as "special securty," spare parts deliveries, travel payments for Nigerian partners, driver

training, and bull"t-prouf testing.

The State House paid DAIMLER $359,985 for the MB Pulhnan on December 4, 1998, and

DM15,882,317 for the cars on December 14, 1998. In connection with these sales to the State

House, DAIMLER made €1,427,242.65 in improper commission payments funded from TPAs

assuciat"d with Anammco, with the understanding that these fuds would be passed on, in whole

or in part, to Nigerian officials to secure the State House Contract.

3. Payments to a Then High-Level Executive Branch Offcial of Nigeria

In May 1999, at the request ofthe Anammco executive, DAIMLER wired DM800,000 from

its accounts in Germany to a numbered Swiss bank account. The payment request from the

Anammco executive referenced initials that matched those of a then high-level executive branch

offcial of Nigeria (the "Executive Branch offcial"), and the fuds were debited from an Anaminco

TP A upon the approval of the DCOS executive and its then head of fiance.

In November 1999, DAIMLER approved payment of DM200,000 to the London bank

account of the Executive Branch officiaL. This payment was requested by the Anammco executive,

approved by the highest level managers and finance personnel within DCOS, and debited from an

Anammco TP A. The payment instrctions from the Anammco executive contain the initials "SH,"

which Anammco employees used as short hand for the "State House" deal, and related notes by the

Anammco executive also referenced intials that matched those of the Executive Branch officiaL.
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4. November 1999 Payment to State House Buyer

In November 1999, DAILER approved a payment ofDM50,000 to the chiefbuyer for State

House who signed the State House Contract. The payment was requested by the Anammco

executive, approved by senior management and finance personnel, and debited to an Anammco TP A.

The payment instrctions make reference to "SH."

5. Cash Payments

DAIMLER also made a variety of cash payments to the Anammco executive in connection

with State House transactions. For example, on June 27, 1999, the Anammco executive sent a

facsimile to a DCOS employee requesting that DM400,000 in cash be disbursed to him against a

debtor account used for the State House transaction. The payment instrction indicated that the

Anammcu executive would pick up the fuds when he arived "on the occasion of the advised visit

of (the Executive Branch offcial)." The amount was first paid from the State House debtor account

and then transferred to an Anammco TP A before being withdrawn in cash. This cash disbursement

was approved by the DCOS executive.

On March 22, 1999, the Anamco executive requested that DAIMLER disburse DM50,000

in cash, which was to be used to make payments to a delegation of State House officials who were

visiting a DAIMLER factory in Sindelfingen, Germany.

On October 30,2000, the Anammco executive requested that DAIMLER disburse DM40,000

in cash. In connection with this request, DAlMLER employees prepared a payment instruction

referencing "Spare Parts State House." The payment was debited to an Anammco TPA.
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6. The Savannah Sugar Company Ltd.

Between 1996 and 1998, Anammco entered into contracts worth $4,600,000 with Savannah

Sugar Company Ltd. ("SSCL"), a Nigerian sugar company that was then majority owned by the

Nigerian governent, to supply DAIMLER vehicles, spare parts, and tools. Between March 1999

and November 2002, in connection with Anammco's sale of vehicles to SSCL, DAIMLER and

Anammco paid a total of €554,396.85 to "consultants" which payments were debited to an

Anammco TPA.

On March 22,1999, the Anammco executive requested that DAIMLER disburse $150,000

to him in cash from a cash desk, to be debited to an Anammco TPA, in connection with a sale to

SSCL. The cash disbursement was approved by the then heads of sales and finance for DCOS

("DCOS sales and finance executives").

On November 22,2000, the Anammco executive requested that DAlLER wire a payment

of DM200,000, to be debited from an Anammco TPA to an account of HVA International, a

consulting firm for the state-owned SSCL. The payment was approved on November 23,2000, by

the DCOS sales and finance executives. The payment authorization referenced "SSCL." There is

no evidence that HV A International performed services for Anammco or DAIMER suffcient to

warrant a payment of this amount.

Between 1999 and 2002, DAIMER, acting on requests from the Anammco executive,

debited three additional payments against an Anammco TP A to the director of the state-o'n'led

SSCL: (1) DMl 00,000 requested on August 11,2001; (2) €50,000 requested on March 10, 2002;

and (3) €50,000 requested on November 17, 2002. All three payments were approved by then senior

DCOS personnel and wired to an account at Westminster Ban in Derby, England, belonging to the
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head of SSCL. On October 30, 2000, the Anammco executive also requested a cash disbursement

of$llO,OOO. The payment request indicated that the cash was "for the remainder of the $4.6 milion

order from Savannah Sugar." The request was approved by the DCOS fiance executive.

7. Nigerian Police Force

On December 3, 1997, DAIMLER entered into a contract with the Nigerian Police Force to

supply a Master Lift Heavy-Duty Recovery vehicle for DM 540,753. The Nigerian Police Force was

represented in the transactiun by the Permanent Secretary, Police Affairs Offce, and the President's

office on behalf ofthe Federal Military Government of Nigeria. On June 17,2000, the Anammco

executive requested that DAIMLER make a payment ofDM150,000 to a member of the Nigerian

Police Force at his Commerzban account in Germany. The payment request forms submitted to

DAIMLER by the Anammco executive referenced the Nigerian Police Force. Two days later, DCOS

sales and finance executives authorized the payment. Later, on October 20, 2000, the Anammco

executive requested that DAIMLER disburse DM50,000 to him in large bils from a cash desk in

connection with the Nigerian Police Force's purchase of the Master Lift. The DCOS finance

executive approved the cash disbursement.

8. World Youth Championship/Federation Internationale de Football
Association

il 1999, Anammco sold 54 buses to the Nigerian Ministr ofildustry to provide transport

for the World Youth Championship for the Federation Internationale de Football Association

("FIF A"), which was being held in Nigeria. The FIF A bus deal was valued at $5,340,216, plus !'83

milion in Nigerian curency (the then equivalent of approximately $959,000). There were two

copies of the pertinent contract, each with idcntical tcrms, except FIF A was represented by different
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individuals in those two documents. The second contract was dated Februar 12, 1999, and was

signed by a senior Nigerian government official with the Ministr of Industry, and witnessed by

another Minstry of Industry employee. Anammco was awarded the FIF A contracts without

engaging in a public tender or bidding process. In May 1999, the Anammco executive requested that

DAIMER pay DM126,000 to the Nigerian governent offcial who signed the Februar 12,1999

FIFA contract on behalf ofthe Ministry of Industr. DAIER made the payment. In September

1999, DAIMLER, again at the request of the Anammco executive, paid DMl 8,000 to the Ministry

of Industry employee who witnessed the contract. Both payments were debited to an Anammco

TPA.

9. All-Africa Games

In 2003, the 8th All-Afrca Games ("AAG") took place in Nigeria. On May 15, 2003, the

organizing committee for the games, the Comité dOrganisation de Jeux Africains, or "COJA," a

state-controlled agency in Nigeria, entered into a contract with Anammco for the purchase of 241

Mercedes-Benz commercial vehicles. On October 3, 2003, Anammco and COJA also entered into

a sponsorship agreement pursuantto which Anammco agreed to provide $500,000 for the AAG and

to service the vehicles. Anammco also agreed to provide a G500 vehicle to a then senior executive

branch offcial of Nigeria. Although Anammco supplied the vehicles for the AAG, COJA did not

pay Anammco as required by the contract.

Between January 2004 and January 2005, Anammco made multiple payments from an

urecorded bank account maintained by the Anammco executive with reference to "AAG,"

including:
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(a) Payments totaling€30l,637 and $350,000 to a Nigerian governent official

who owned a transport company;

(b) Payments totaling €236,597 and $162,000 to the owner of a Nigerian bus

cumpany; and

(c) Two payments of $30,000 and approximately €80,645 to a Nigerian
government offcial into his Ban of America account in California.

None of the individuals or entities receiving payments performed any legitimate services for

Anammco or DAIMLER, nor did Anammco or DAIMER have any written agreements with the

recipients of these payments.

10. Senior Nigerian Diplomat in Brazil

In 2002, a then senior Nigerian diplomat in Brazil ("the Nigerian diplomat") approached

employees of DC do Brasil, DAIER's wholly-owned subsidiary in Brazil, concerning the sale

often buses to the state of Bayelsa in Nigeria. In October 2002, DC do Brasil issued a pro forma

invoice for the sale of one bus for approximately $70,000, which included a sales commission for

the Nigerian diplomat, but no further action was taken at the time.

The Nigerian diplomat renewed discussions with employees of DC do Brasil in 2004. Atthat

time, the Nigerian diplomat asked again for a proposal for the sale often buses. Employees of DC

do Brasil negotiated with the Nigerian diplomat and the parties reached the following agreement:

DC do Brasil would charge the state of Bay elsa $60,800 pcr bus or $660,000 total ($608,000 for tlie

buses, plus freight and expenses), and the Nigerian diplomat's commission would be approximately

11 % ofthe price for the buses, or $6,773 per bus. The deal also contemplated that Anammco would

receive a 4.3% sales commission.
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On February 28, 2005, DC do Brasil issued its final invoice to Cascadas Nigeria Enterprises,

Ltd., an entity owned by the Nigerian diplomat and his wife. DC do Brasil employees understood,

however, that the state of Bayelsa was still the end user. The invoice provided that DC do Brasil

would sell ten buses at approximately $60,000 per bus and pay an 11 % commission to the Nigerian

diplomat, for a total purchase price of approximately $600,000 and a total commission of

approximately $60,000 to the Nigerian diplomat.

On May 25,2005, DC do Brasil wired a payment of $67,730 from DC do Brasil's ban

account in Brazil to the U.S. bank accountofthe Nigerian diplomat maintained at Chevy Chase Bank

in Bethesda, Maryland. This payment was authorized by the then director of export sales and

services for commercial vehicles at DC do Brazil.

F. COTE D'IVOIRE ("IVORY COAST") / WEST AI"RlCA

1. Background Regarding DAIMLER's Bribery in Ivory Coast and West
Africa

From at least 1 992 to 2007, DAIMLER sold passenger cars in thc Ivory Coast and other West

African countries through its majority owned (89.14%) and controlled subsidiar, Star Auto S.A.

("Sta Auto") and its regional business center for West Africa, which was operated through Star

Auto. Star Auto made diect sales of DAILER passenger cars to various government customers

in West Africa, including governent ministrics, thc military, and government agencies, includig

for use by diplomats and heads of state. As of 2004, Star Auto's annual sales averaged

approximately £23 milion.

DAIMLER employees, including the former head of Star Auto and the DCOS executive,

authorized and madc improper payments to government officials at its customers in the Ivory Coast
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and elsewhere in West Africa through a TPA held on DAIER's books and records in the name

of Star Auto. This TPA was typically fuded through price inclusions that were built into the

customers' purchase price and then used to, among other things, make improper payments to

governent offcials.

F or example, when a sale was made through Star Auto or another dealer connected through

DAIMLER's regional business center, Star Auto would purchase the vehicle(s) from DAIMLER,

increase the purchase price paid by the customer, and transfer the reserve to the TP A. By doing this,

DAIMLER and Star Auto created a fud from which their employees could pay bribes. Furher, by

putting the price inclusions into a separate TPA from which bribe payments were drawn, DAIMLER

and Star Auto inaccurately recorded or failed to record the improper payments to various offcials

in West Afrcan countries.

There were no effective policies, procedures, or training at Star Auto or for DAIMLER

employees working at or with Star Auto concernng compliance with the FCP A or other applicable

anti-corrption statutes.

2. Army of Ghana

In September 1997, DAIMLER and Star Auto entered into a contract to sell eight trucks to

the Army of Ghana. The deal was negotiated through an agent, Global Strategic Ventures Ltd. It

was understood that Star Auto woild pay Global Strategic Ventues a commission that would be

passed on, in whole or in part, to Ghanaian Army officials in exchange for the aforementioned

contract. Star Auto paid Global Strategic Ventues a commission of $170,000, which was wired

from a DAIMLER account in Germany to Global Strategic Ventures' account in London and debited

to Star Auto's TP A account.
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3. Sale of Vehicles to a then Senior Executive Branch Official of Liberia

In approximately 1999, DAIMLER began negotiations to sell trucks to a logging operation

in Liberia. The logging rights had been sold by the Liberian goverinent to an Indunesian finn.

DAIMLER entered into a contract valued at approximately $14.5 milion to sell 1 00 sixty-ton trcks

to the Indonesian firm for its Liberian logging project, even though the initial request was for larger,

eighty-ton trucks. DCOS employees had sought to convince the governent of Liberia and the

Indonesian finn that the use of eighty-ton trcks (a product DAIMER did not offer but its

competitors did) would destroy Liberia's roads and bridges, and that DAIMLER's sixty-ton trck

was therefore a better option.

Ultimately, DAIMLER won the contract to provide trcks to the Indonesian firm for the

logging project. To assist in securng the business, DAIMLER's local dealer in Liberia, on

DAIMLER's behalf, gave a then senior executive branch offcial of Liberia a gift of an armored

Mercedes passenger car wort approximately £267,000. DAIMER and Star Auto employees

disguised the gift by paying the local dealer a higher commission on the transaction and then using

the overpayment to cover the cost of the arored car.

G. LATVIA

EvoBus GmbH ("EvoBus") was a wholly-owned subsidiary of Daimler AG and part of a

DAIMLER business unit called Daimler Buses. The business unit sold buses all over the world,

including in Latin America, Europe, Mexico, Africa, Asia, Australia, and North America. EvoBus

sold to governent customers in many of the countries in which it did business. EvoBus used a

general distributor to assist with sales in the Baltic states (the "Baltic Distributor").
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On or about August 11, 2000, the Baltic Distributor's then general manager (the "General

Manager") alerted EvoBus to an upcoming tender from the city of Riga, Latvia, for the purchase of

a large number of buses. Pursuant to the tenns of the tender, the Riga City Council Traffc

Deparent intended to purchase the buses in multiple tranches over several years time. In a

facsimile dated on or about August 11, 2000 to a then EvoBus sales manager, the General Manager

noted that a competitor of EvoBus had agreed to pay "under table" money to members of the Riga

City Council in order to obtain the cuntract for the bus sales. EvoBus understood this communication

to mean that it too would have to pay bribes to members of the Riga City Council in order to secure

a contract to sell its buses. On or about March 27,2001, EvoBus was awarded at least par of the

tender and entered into two agreements with Talava and Imanta, both city of Riga municipal

enterprises for public transportation, for the delivery of79 buses. Over the next approximately 5 Yi

years, EvoBus delivered a total of 117 buses to the city of Riga, with the last tranche of 28 buses

delivered in late summer or fall of 2006. The total value of the contracts for the sale of these buses

was approximately €30,000,000.

In or about June 2001, the Baltic Distributor entered into contracts with Talava and Imanta

for the delivery of spare parts. On or about August 31, 2001, the General Manager sent an email to

the then Head of Sales MB Buses ofEvoBus advising him that he, the General Manager, would have

to pay "undertable"money in connection with this contract. EvoBus understood this communication

to mean that the General Manager would have to pay bribes to members of the Riga City Council

to secure the spare parts contract.

EvoBus paid these bribes to members of the Riga City Council, at least in part, by inflating

the purchase price of the buses and kicking back the price increases to individual members of the
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City Council in the form of"connssions." In order to make these "connssion" payments and to

disguise their tre nature and purose, EvoBus entered into sham consulting contracts with, among

others, twu U.S.-based entities: Oldenburgh Financial Corporation ("Oldenburgh"), incorporated

in Delaware, and United Petrol Group LLP ("UPG"), incorporated in Oregon. EvoBus made

improper payments through Oldenburgh to Latvian governent officials who were members of the

political party in control of the Riga City Council at the time of the delivery ofthe first tranche of

18 buses un or about July 25,2002. EvoBus made improper payments through UPG and another

corporation to Latvian government offcials who were members of a different political party that was

in control of the Riga City Council at the time of the delivery of the remaining tranches totaling 99

buses between approximately April 2003 and December 2006.

In. total, EvoBus paid approximately €1,800,000 in "commission" payments to thid parties

with the understading that such improper payments would be passed on, in whole or in part, to

Latvian governent offcials to influence the award of contracts to EvoBus, includig a total of

€2l6,115 to Oldenburghand a total of€1,03,5l59 to UPG. All ofthesepayments were inaccurately

accounted for in the books and records of EvoHus and DAILER.

H. AUSTRIA and HUNGARY

On or about May 23, 2005, EvoBus Hungaran Kft. ("EvoBus Hungary") agreed to sell 32

used buses to Volanbusz, a state-owned regional public transport company in Budapest, Hungary.

EvoBus Hungar acquired 17 of the buses from EvoBus Austria GmbH ("EvoBus Austria") for

approximately £1,678,170 and resold them to Volanbusz for approximately €1,745,000. In

connection with the transaction, EvoBus Austria agreed to pay a "commission" of€333,370 to a

U.S.-based corporation called USCON Ltd. ("USCON") with the understanding that the payment
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would be passed on, in whole or in par, to Hungarian governent offcials. The payment was

inaccurately accounted for in the books and records of EvoBus and DAIMLER.

USCON was originally incorporated in Delaware but its corporate status had been dissolved

in 2003, two years prior to the commission payment. In or about October 2006, during the SEC and

DOJ investigation of DAIMLER, the then CEO of EvoBus Austria attempted to conceal the true

nature of the payment to USCON by creating a phony consulting agreement and backdating it to

April 2005, a date prior to thc transfer of the buses from EvoBus Austria to EvoBus Hungary.

USCON provided no legitimate servces to EvoBus or to DAILER.

I. TURKY / MB TURK

il 1967, DAIMLER founded MB Turk, its subsidiar in Turkéy, as a joint ventue between

DAIMLER and several Turkish companies. Since 1984, MB Turk has also served as DAIMLER's

general distributor in Turkey. DAIMER owned a majority stake in MB Turk and controlled it.

DAIMLER's major business partners in Turkey and in association with MB Turk were a group of

companies owned by one individual, which companies together own 7.04% ofMB Turk.

MB Turk InanufacLures and sells buses to various customers in Turkey and, until January

2005, sold throughout eastern Europe, the Middle East, and western Asia, including to various

governent agencies. il addition, MB Turk has a representative office in Anara that assists in the

sale of DAIMLER vehicles in Turkey.

In the fall of 2006, DAIMLER's Corporate Audit departent discovered three binders

located in a safe at MB Turk's offces in Istanbul. The labels on the binders referenced "N.A."

These binders and other evidence show that MB Turk made approximately €6.05 milion in

payments to thd-parties in connection with vehicle export transactions that involved the sale of
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vehicles to non-Turkish government customers in North Korea, Latvia, Bulgaria, Libya, Romania,

Russia, Saudi Arabia, Yemen, and other countries (the "MB Turk Export Transactions") in deals

with revenues ofapproximately€95 milion. Ofthe€6.05 million paid tu third-paries in connection

with the MB Turk Export Transactions, at least €3.88 million were improper payments and gifts, of

which €3.3 milion were described and recorded in MB Turk's records as "N.A." The€3.88 milion

in improper payments and gifts were paid to foreign governent offcials or to third paries with the

understanding that the payments and gifts wuuld be passed on, in whole or in part, to foreign

government offcials to assist in securg the sale of DAIMER vehicles to governent customers.

1. The MB Turk Export Transactions

a. Sale of Buses to North Korea

In April 1999 and September 2000, MB Turk entered into two contracts for the sale of buses

to Mangyong Trading Corporation, an instruentality of the Nort Korean government. In

connection with the April 1999 contract, MB Turk made an improper payment of€7,937, or 2% of

the contract value, to an executive ofMangyong Trading Corporation, who was also a diector of the

state-owned bank involved in the deaL. This individual was a North Korean government offciaL.

In addition, in connection with the September 2000 contract, MB Turk paid DM15,765, a 4.5%

commission, to a bank account in Hamburg, Germany, for the benefit of Mangyong Trading

Corporation.
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b. Sale of Buses to Latva

In November 1998 and April 2000, MB Turk sold 40 buses in two transactions of20 buses

each to the Riga City Council, a Latvan muncipal governental entity, for use by Riga's public
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EvoBus. This sale was separate from the sale of 117 buses to the city of Riga described above.

Documents in the "N,A." binders described above indicate that in connection with this sale, MB

TUlk made two improper payments totaling €383,485, of which €l 15,869 was wired to the general

distributor in Latvia and the remaining €267,6l6 was wired to an MB TUlk account in Germany.

These payments were described inMB Turk internal documents as commission payments or "N.A."

2. Domestic Sales Inside Turkey

a. Sale of Vehicles to E.S.H.O. T.

In September 1997, MB Turk sold 130 buses to E.S.H.O.T., the public transport agency for

the municipality ofIzmir in Turkey, in a contract valued at €26,785,303. Pursuant to Turkish tender

rues and the contract, MB Turk donated nine buses to the municipality. In addition to this donation,

huwever, MB Turk paid DM10,000 in cash in an envelope to an individualidentified simply as

"Mrs. X," which payment was recorded in the binders as "N.A."

b. Sale of Buses to Ministry of the Interior / Turkish Police

In July 1998, MB TUlk sold 14 buses to the Turkish Police through the Ministry of the

Interior. In order to avoid a late penalty due to the delayed delivery of the buses, MB Turk paid

DM2,840 to its local dealer with the understanding that the dealer would pay the money, in whole

or in part, to an individual identified as "Mr. x." MB TUlk classified the payment as "N.A."

J. INDONESIA

1. Background Regarding DAIMLER's Bribery in Indonesia

DAIMER sold vehicles into Indonesia directly and through a series of majority owned (90-

95%) and controlled affiliates. DAIER's direct and affliate sales in Indonesia between 1998 and

June 2006 totaled approximately $960 milion. Approximately 1 % ofthese sales, or $9.6 milion
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worth, were made to govemment entities in Indonesia. Most of DAIMER's sales to governent

entities in Indonesia were made through DAIMLER's local affliates. DAIMLER's largest

goveniiuent customer in Indonesia between 1998 and June 2006 was Peru Damri, a state-uwned

bus company, which purchased approximately $8.36 million worth of buses from DAIMLER's

Indonesian affiiates during this period.

DAIMLER's local affiiates provided gifts, travel and entertainment to governent offcials

associated with Perun DamlÌ in order to secure business. DAIMLER's local affiiates also made

several large cash payments to tax officials in Indonesia for the purpose of reducing their tax

obligations. For example, in 2004, one of DAIMER's local affiiates made three cash payments

totaling $120,000 to an Indonesian tax offcial in connection with an Indonesian audit of another of

DAIMLER's local affliates for the 2002 tax year. These payments were made personally to the tax

official overseeing the audit of one of DAIMLER's Indonesian affliates, and were made days before

that official's final assessment of DAIMLER' s taxes due and owing was scheduled to be arounced.

Ultimately, DAILER's local affliate recorded its tax liability in Indonesia for 2002 as IDR6.342

bilion rather than IDR5. 19 bilion, because it included the cash payments to the tax offcial in the

total amount. DAIMLER's local affliates also made $84,000 worth of cash payments to tax officials

in Indonesia in connection with a 2003 tax year audit of another of DAIMLER's local affiiates. All

of the payments were made in cash, in round number amounts, and in local currency. As with the

payments associated with the 2002 tax year, the actual tax obligations were paid by wire transter (not

cash) and supported by receipts. By contrast, the payments to the tax officials were paid in cash and

had no accompanying documentation. In fact, accounts payable vouchers evidencing the cash
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payments were missing from the fies of DAIER' s employees in Indonesia. As a result of making

these payments, DAIMLER received a reduction in overdue taxes.

2. 2001 Sale of Buses tu Perum Damri

In August 200 1, DAIMLER's local affiliate gave a senior offcial at Penn Damri a "special

discount" worth $11,962 toward the purchase of an A class Mercedes-Benz passenger car intended

for the offcial's daughter. The discount was worth 55% of the vehicle's sales price. DAIMLER

affiliates sold no other A class vehicles in Indonesia during this period with a similar discount

amount. DAIMER's local affliate provided this discount to assist in securing a September 2001

contract valued at $1.5 milion between Penn Damri and DAILER's local affliate for the

purchase of 43 buses.

3. Gifts to Perum Damri Offcials

DAIMLER employees in Indonesia routinely provided gifts and other things of value to

government offcials and their relatives associated with the sale of vehicles to Perum Damri.

Between 1998 and 2005, DAIMLER's local affiliates spent approximately $41,000 on such gifts,

including golf clubs, wedding gifts for the children of a senior offcial at Perum Damri, golf outings

for Penn Damri offcials, and gifts that were raffed off to low-level employees on the occasion of

Perum Damri' s anversary. DAIMER's majority owned and controlled affliates had no policies

or procedures regardig doing business with governent customers or the provision of gifts,

entertainent and other expenses to governent offcials, and otlered no training concerning

compliance with the FCPA or other applicable anti-corruption statutes.
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K. CROATIA

1. Background Regarding DAIMLER's Bribery in Croatia

Daimler Export and Trade Finance GmbH ("ETF"), a Germau corporation, was a wholly

owned, German-based subsidiary of Daimler Financial Services AG ("DFS"), which was itself a

wholly owned subsidiary of DAIMLER. ETF formerly was known as "debis International Tradig

GmbH" ("dIT" or "debis"). ETF specialized in the structuing and arangiug of customized

financing solutions for exports by DAIMLER and external customers to countries without a local

DFS company. In addition to these financing services, ETF participated in business ventues outside

of DAIER's core businesses of the manufactue and sale of passenger cars and commercial

vehicles.

As set forth below, ETF made improper payments directly to Croatian governent officials

and to third parties with the understandig that the payments would be passed on, in whole or in part,

to Croatian government offcials, to assist in securng the sale of 21 0 fire trcks (the "Fire Trucks

Contracts") to the governent of Croatia.

2. Improper Payments In Connection With The Fire Trucks Contract

In 2002, the Croatian governent initially appropriated approximately €75 milion so that

the Croatian Ministr ofthe Interior ("MOl") could purchase fire trcks. The MOl was a department

and agency of the Croatian governent, and was responsible for, among other things, public safety,

including the purchase of fire trucks. The 2002 public tender, which was initially published, voided,

and then ultimately awarded in 2003, was actually valued at approximately €85 milion, and

provided for the purchase of 210 fire trcks by the MOl from a consortium led by ETF to be

delivered in !ranches between 2003 and 2009.
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ETF understood that improper payments to Croatian governent officials wou1d be required

in order to secure the Fire Trucks Contract.

a. Improper Payments to a Croatian Government-Owned Company

At the request of the Croatian governent prior to the award of the public tender, ETF

included 1M Metal ("IMM") as part of the consortium of companies bidding on the Fire Truck

Contract. IMM was a Croatian government controlled and partially owned former weapons

manufactuer, and an instrumentality of the Croatian guvernent.

On or about May 3, 2002, ETF (then known as "debis") signed a contract with IMM

whereby IMM agreed, among other things, to support ETF' s negotiations with prospective Croatian

clients - at the time, only the Croatian governent - and ETF's preparation for tender participation.

In or about September 2002, IM made a payment of approximately DM200,000 to Croatian

government offcials which payment an internal ETF e-mail referred to as "nA."

On or about November 18,2002, ETF made two payments totaling approximately €250,000

from ETF' s account in Germany to IMM' s two primary owners as a "success bonus" for having been

awarded the contract by the Croatian MOL

On or about May 23,2003, ETF, DAIMLER, IM, and others signed a new consortium

agreement following the cancellation ofthe prior tender due to the Croatian governent's lack of

funds to support the project.

In total, between 2002 and January 2008, BTl' made approximately €3.02 milion in

payments to IMM and/or its principals in connection with the contract to sell fire trcks to the

Croatian MOl with the understanding that all or a portion of the funds were paid to IMM's

employees, themselves foreign govemment officials, and that another portion of the funds were paid
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to Croatian governent officials outside IMM in exchange for assistance in securing the Fire Trucks

Contract for the ETF -led consortium.

b. Improper Payments to U.S.-based Shell Companies

In addition to the improper payments made through IMM, ETF made improper payments to:

(1) Biotop Group, Inc. ("Biotop"), a Delaware corporation; and (2) Marketing Research and

Consultants LLC ("MRC"), a Wyoming corporation.

On or about July 30, 2003, ETF entered into a sham consulting contract with Biotop in order

to conceal the natue of improper payments ETF made to Biotop, and with the understanding that

these fuds would be passed on, in whole or in part, to Croatian governent offcials to assist in

securg the Fire Trucks Contract with the Croatian MOL

On or about December 4,2003, ETF made a payment ofapproximately€57,500 to Biotop

pursuant to the July 30, 2003 contract with the understanding that the fuds would be passed on, in

whole or in par, to Croatian government officials in connection with the Fire Trucks Contract.

On or about March 4, 2004, a company named MRC was incorporated in Wyoming.

On or about March 10, 2004, six days after MRC' s incorporation, ETF executed a written

consulting contract with MRC in order to conceal the natue of improper payments being made to

MRC, with the understanding that the payments to MRC would be passed on, in whole or in part,

to Croatian government offcials.

On or about July 19, 2006, bTl' executed a credit note authorizing the payment of

approximately €174,765 from ETF's account in Germany pursuant to the March 10,2004 MRC

contract, with the understandig that the fuds would be passed on, in whole or in par, to Croatian

government offcials in connection with the Fire Trucks Contract.
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On or about July 31, 2006, ETF executed a credit note authorizing the payment of

approximately €2l7 ,030.62 from ETF' s account in Germany pursuantto the March 10, 2004 MRC

contract, with the understanding that the funds would be passed on, in whule or in part, to Croatian

governent officials in connection with the provision of frre trucks to the Croatian MOL

ETF entered into contracts with Biotop and MRC reflecting their places of incorporation in

Delaware and Wyoming, respectively. ETF received invoices from Biotop and MRC reflecting their

corporate addresses in Delaware and Wyoming, respectively. ETF drafted and approved credit notes

to Biotop and MRC reflecting their corporate addresses in Delaware and Wyoming, respectively.

In total, between 2002 and January 2008, ETF made approximately €l ,673,349 in improper

payments to Biotop and MRC in connection with the contract to sell fire trcks to the Croatian MOl

with the understanding that those payments would be passed on, in whole or in part, to Croatian

governent offcials. Neither Biotop nor MRC performed legitimate servces for ETF sufficient to

warant payments in these amounts.

L. IRAQ / OIL FOR FOOD

1. Background Regarding the U.J\. Oil For .Food Program

On or about August 6, 1990, days after Iraq's invasion of Kuwait, the United Nations

("U.N.") adopted Security Council Resolution 661, which prohibited U.N. member-states, including

Germany, from transacting business with Iraq, except for the purchase and sale of humanitaran

supplies. Resolution 661 prohibited virtually all direct financial transactions with the government

of Iraq. As a result, DAILER sold no vehicles to the Govemment of Iraq between approximately

1991 and 1998.
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On April 15, 1995, the U.N. adopted Security Council Resolution 986, which served as a

limited exception to the Iraq sanctions regime in that it allowed Iraq to sell its oiL. However,

Resolution 986 requied that the proceeds from oil sales be used by the Iraqi governent to purchase

humanitarian supplies, including but not limited to food for the Iraqi people. Hence, ths program

became known as the Oil for Food Program ("OFF program"). Payments made to the Iraqi

government which were not approved by the U.N. and which were outside the strict contours ofthe

OFF program were prohibited.

The rules of the OFF program required that the proceeds from all sales of Iraqi oil be

deposited into a U.N.-controlled escrow account at the New York branch of Banque Nationale de

Paris ("BNP-Paribas"). That escrow account fuded the purchase of humanitarian goods by the Iraqi

government, which could include the purchase of vehicles. Under the rules otthe OFF program, a

supplier of humanitarian goods, such as DAIMER, contracted with a ministr or other deparment

of the Iraqi governent to sell goods to the governent. Once that contract was fialized, the

contract was submitted to a U.N. Committee ("the 661 Committe"), which reviewed the contracts

to ensure that their terms complied with all U.N., OFF, and Iraqi sanction regulations. The 661

Committee accepted the contracts, rejected them or asked the supplier to provide additional

information upon which the 661 Committee could make a decision.

If a contract was approved by the 661 Committee, a letter of credit was issued by BNP-

Paribas to the supplier's bank stating that the supplier would be paid by the OFF program for the

relevant goods once certain conditions were met, including delivery of the goods to Iraq and

inspection of the goods by a U.N. contractor. Once those conditions were deemed by the U.N. to

have been met, the U.N. would direct BNP-Paribas to release payment to the supplier.
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On or about December 10, 1996, the first Iraqi oil exports under the OFF program began.

The OFF program continued from in or about December 1996 until the United States invasion of Iraq

on or about March 19, 2003. Beginning in approximately August 2000, Iraqi governent offcials

began to demand that suppliers of humanitarian goods pay a kickback, usually valued at 10% of the

contract price, to the Iraqi government in order to be awarded a contract by the governent. These

kickbacks violated U.N. OFF program regulations and sanctions which prohibited payments to the

Iraqi gove11l1ent which were not expressly approved by the U.N. and which were not contemplated

by the guidelines of the OFF program.

Often, these kickbacks were termed "after sales service fees" ("ASSFs"), but did not

represent any actual service being performed by the supplier. These ASSFs were usually included

in the inllated cuntract price submitted by the supplier to the U.N. without the U.N. knowing that

the contract contained an extra 10% which would be kicked back to the Iraqi governent. Includig

the 10% in the contract price allowed the supplier to avoid paying the 10% out of its profits; instead,

the suppliers caused the U.N., unowingly, to fud the kickbacks to the Iraqi governent.

Some suppliers labeled the ASSFs as such, thereby leading the U.N. to believe that actual

after-sales services were being provided by the supplier. Other suppliers disgused the ASSFs by

inserting fictitious line items into the contracts for goods or services that were not being provided.

Stil other suppliers simply inflated their contract prices by 10% to account for the payments they

would make, or cause to be made, to the Iraqi governent.
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2. DAIMLER's Oil For Food Contracts

In response to the OFF program, in 1998 DAIMLER took steps to revitalize its sales in Iraq.

Employees from DCOS, DAIMLER's overseas sales division, made multiple trips to Iraq in 1998,

1999 and 2000 in order to participate in the OFF program. DAIMLER employees learned that Iraqi

governent offcials wanted to purchase DAIMER vehicles, but that there was political pressure

from the Iraqi governent not to buy German vehicles, particularly DAIMLER vehicles, because

of Germany's and the company's close affiiation with the United States. In 1998, DAIMLER

employees also leared that DAIMLER had been blacklisted by the Iraqi government as a result of

claims filed by DAIMLER against the Iraqi government before the U.N. Compensation Commission

("UNCC") for damages incured during the first Gulf War. Iraqi officials told DAIMER employees

that they could not do business with DAIMLER so long as the UNCC claims were pending. As a

result of these discussions and in order to sell vehicles to the Iraqi government, DAIMER agreed

to withdraw its UNCC claims, which totaled approximately DM38.4 milion.

On November 5, 2000, DAILER entered into a contract with the Iraqi government wherein

DAIMLER agreed to withdraw its UNCC claims and the Iraqi governent agreed to give DAIMER

preferential treatment and to purchase vehicles valued at double the amount waived by DA TMER

when it withdrew its claims, i. e. DM77 milion. Thereafter, DAIMER began to participate in the

OFF program. The direct OFF sales between DAILER and the Iraqi governent were executed

by DCOS and Global Service and Pars, DAIMLER's international spare parts sales deparment.

DAIMLER typically learned of OFF business in Iraq either by contacting miistries or by monitoring

a U.N. website upon which Iraqi government entities listed products that they needed and wished

to purchase pursuant to the OFF program. DAIMLER's representative in Baghdad typically picked
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up tender packages from varous Iraqi ministries and mailed them to DCOS or the Global Service

and Parts department.

DCOS or the Global Service and Parts department prepared offers for the sale of their

vehicles and/or spare parts and sent them to their representative in Baghdad, who then presented

DAIMLER's bid to the Iraqi governent. All ofthese direct sales between DAIMLER and the Iraqi

government were prepared, negotiated and finalized by employees at DAIMLER's headquarters in

Germany. DAIMLER negotiated its OFF contracts directly with the government of Iraq and then

entered into the contracts. After the contracts were signed, they were sent to the U.N. for approvaL.

DAIMLER also sold vehicles to intermediaries who then sold the vehicles to the Iraqi governent.

In some cases, DAIMLER knew that the end user was the Iraqi government; in other cases,

DAIMER only leared after the fact that the intermediary eventually sold the vehicles to

government entities in Iraq.

DAIMLER, or its intermediaries, agreed to pay a 10% commission to the government of Iraq

in connection with sales of its vehicles under the OFF program. In cases where DAIMLER entered

into contracts to sell vehicles to the Iraqi government under the OFF program but the contracts were

never executed (either because they failed to receive U.N. approval or the Iraqi governent decided

not to make the purchase), DAIMLER offered to make payments worth 10% of the contract value

to the governent of Iraq. DAIMLER entered into side agreements or side letters with its Iraqi

governent customers in which DAIMLER expressly promised to kick back 10% of the anticipated

contract value to the Iraqi government. One such letter from the then head of DC OS's sales efforts

in Iraq to the attention of the purchasing manager for the Iraqi Ministr of Oil stated:

"DaimlerChrsler AG undertaes to pay to the Oil Products Distribution Company a sum of
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DM13,589.50 equivalent to 10% ofthe total amount ofDM135,895 . .. Upon the establishment of

the Letter of Credit."

An intermediary entered into another contract for the supply of75 trcks with a sixteen-ton

payload and spare parts to the Ministr of Trade in Iraq. The contract, which was for €6,95 1,320,

included an unsigned side letter stating that "(tJhe contract amount including (631950 Euro) (six

hundred thirty one thousand nine hundred fift Euro) or equivalent in D.M. to cover the after sales

service which should be paid to Iraqi Maritime Company for each shipment before the arrval of

goods to Um-Qaser Port." Similarly, another DAIMLER intermediary entered into a side agreement

with the Iraqi Oil Products Distribution Company in connection with the sale of 20 engines in a

contract valued at more than €27 milion, stating that DAIMLER promised to pay €27,647.5l

"corresponding to after-sales servces related to the contract signed between DaimlerChrsler AG

and Oil Products Distribution Company."

In connection with four of its OFF contracts, two of which were performed and two of which

were never performed, DAILER inflated the price of its vehicles and spare pars by 10% so that

the inflated amount could be kicked back to the Iraqi governent. The following char lists the

direct performed transactions in which DAIMLER made or agreed to make kickback payments in

exchange for obtainig business under the OFF program:
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Ultimately, DAIMLER conducted most of its Iraqi business under the OFF program

ale of 1 MB Sprinter to

830815
conomic & Finance overnment ofIraq on or € 12,302

19-Dcc~02 epartment, Ministry of Oil, bout Oct. 2000 - June € 76,430 (actual)
ovemment of Iraq 002 (alleged payment of

6,950

conomic & Finance
ale of i 7 MD Actros to

(-€ 346,743)
overnment of Iraq on or930572 Unknown epartment, Ministry or Oil, 

bout Apr. 2001 - Nov. € 2,038,300 (actual)
overnment of Iraq

003

through third-paries because there was political pressure from the Iraqi governent not to buy

German vehicles. Under the third-par agreements, DAIMLER sold trucks, trck chassis, and

spare parts to companies in the Middle East and other countres. DAIMLER's contract parters

typically modified the vehicles and resold them to Iraqi ministries, paying the standard 10%

kickback. hi total, DAIMLER entered into twelve third-pary contracts in which its contract

partners made an estimated $5 milion in ASSF payments.

The DAILER executives who negotiated the thid-party contracts understood that

DAIMLER's contract parters would pay ilegal kickbacks to Iraqi ministries. At this time, for

example, DAIMLER had copies of contract files containing resale agreements between its

contract parers and the Iraqi ministr end-purchasers. The contract fies included the secret

side agreements to pay ASSF kickbacks. One internal DAIMLER email message acknowledged

the side letters using the German abbreviation K.D. for "Kundendienst," or after-sales services

payment.
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V. DAIMLER'S LACK OF AN ADEQUATE ANTI-BRIBERY COMPLIANCE
PROGRAM

Prior to 2005, DAIMLER's anti-bribery compliance program was inadequate, despite the

fact that the company had been an issuer since 1993 and filed periodic reports with the SEC, and

that the company had more than 270,000 employees and 60 affiliates and business units that sold

vehicles to governents and governent-related entities in many countrics in which DAILER

operated, includig high risk countries for corrption. Specifically, DAIMLER's compliance

effort before 2005 had the following characteristics:

(a) A decentralized compliance program with no head of compliance;

(b) Financial controlling and legal personnel who had only dotted central reporting

lines and who reported directly to the sales organization within their country or
business unit;

(c) An understaffed and decentralized internal audit deparent. Prior to 2006,

DAILER had approximately 240 employees working in the internal audit
function. These employees were located in 27 local departments across the world,
and most reported to local management instead of central internal audit. Thus,
local managcmcnt, who wcre focused on sales performance, were able to heavily
influence the tyes of issues examined by internal audit employees, as well as the
remedial steps, if any, recommended by them;

(d) Inadequate, decentralized, and inconsistent integrity codes and policies for the

prevention of violations of the FCP A or other anti-corrption statutes, including

anti-corrption representations, waranties, or other language in contracts with

affiliates, dealers, agents or other third paries;

(e) Inadequate gudelines and controls concerning the disbursement of cash from cash

desks, which allowed DAIMLER employees to take out tens of thousands of
dollars in cash at any given time, in foreign curencies, without justification or
high-level sign offs;

(f) Inadequate controls over more than 200 TPAs;
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(g) Inadequate controls over the opening and maintaing of bank accounts. For

instace, before 2006, DAIMLER and its wholly owned or controlled subsidiaries
had more than 625 open ban accounts, or 9.5 per entity on average;

(h) Inadequate controls over the selection, use, and making of payments to agents and

intermediaries;

(i) Inadequate training ofDAlLER employees on FCPA or other anti-bribery
compliance; and

(j) Decentralized hotlines for reporting violations of the FCP A or other anti-

corrption statutes or seeking guidance on doing business with foreign

governent customers.
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DAIMLER

Thomas Schulz

Corporate Secretary

March 21, 2010

Resolution of the Board of Management of Daimler AG

Under consideration of

(i) the discussion of the conditions of a Settlement with the US Securities and

Exchange Commission (the "SEC") and the US Department of Justice (the "DoJ")
regulating the end of invcstigationo of possible violations of the anti.corruption
and accounting provisions contained in the US Foreign Corrupt Practices Act (the
"FCPA") (the "Settlement") on January 13, 2009;

(ii) the authorization of the Board of Management by the Supervisory Board,

represented by Dr. Bischoff and Mr. Walter, to enter into the proposed SEC / DoJ
settlements as presented to the BoM in January 2009 and June 2009 and the final
agreement by the BoM in July 2009; and

(iii) the discussion of the revised conditions of a Settlement with the US Department

of Justice (the "DoJ") on February 2, 2010;

the Board of Management of Daimler AG took the following resolution on February 2,
2010:

Subject to the Supervisory Board's agreement to enter into a Settlement with the DoJ
under the revised conditions and the confirmation by the Supervisory Board to enter
into the Settlement with the SEC as already approved:

Daimler AG

0-70546 Stuttgart
Phone +'19-(0)711-17-11383
Fax +49-(0)711-17-41392
petra. ho ess-Ioew@daimler.com
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I. Settement with the Dol

1. Daimler AG, with registered seat in Stuttgart (local court of Stuttgart, HRB 19360)

("Daimler" or the "Company")

(i) acknowledges the two-count information charging Daimler with conspiracy to

commit an offense against the United States, namely, to violate the books-and-
records provisions of the FCPA (Count One); and violating the books and
records provisions of the FCPA, 15 U.S.C. §§ 78m(b)(2)(A), 78m(b)(5), and
78ff(a), and 18 U.S.C. § 2 (Count Two);

Iii) waives indictment on such charges and enters into a Deferred Prosecution
Agreement with the DoJ; and

(iii) agrees to accept a monetary penalty against Daimler and its direct and indirect
subsidiaries and affiliates of $93,600,000, and to pay $93,600,000 to the
United States Treasury with respect to the conduct described in the
information; and

2. The General Counsel of Daimler, Dr. Gero Herrmann, or the counsels of Daimler,

Dr. Thomas Altenbach and Dr. Wolfgang Herb, or their delegate, are hereby
authorized, empowered and directed, on behalf of the Company, to execute the
Deferred Prosecution Agreement substantially in such form as reviewed by this
Board of Management with such changes as the General Counsel of Daimler, Dr.
Gero Herrmann, or the counsels of Daimler, Dr. Thomas Altenbach and Dr.
Wolfgang Herb, or their delegate, may approve;

3. The General Counsel of Daimler, Dr. Gero Herrmann, or the counsels of Daimler,

Dr. Thomas Altenbach and Dr. Wolfgang Herb, or their delegate, are hereby
authorized, empowered and directed to take any and all actions as may be
necessary or appropriate and to approve the forms, terms or provisions of any
agreement or other documents as may be necessary or appropriate, to carry out
and effectuate the purpose and intent of the foregoing resolutions;

4. The General Counsel of Daimler, Dr. Gero Herrmann, or the counsels of Daimler,

Dr. Thomas Altenbach and Dr. Wolfgang Herb, or their delegate, are in particular,
without limitation, authorized to in the Company's name and on the Company's
behalf deliver and accept the Deferred Prosecution Agreement for the Principal and
appear in court for that purpose; and

5. All of the actions of the General Counsel of Daimler, Dr. Gero Herrmann, or the

counsels of Daimler, Dr. Thomas Altenbach and Dr. Wolfgang Herb, which actions
would have been authorized by the foregoing resolutions except that such actions
were taken prior to the adoption of such resolutions, are hereby severally ratified,
confirmed, approved and adopted as actions on behalf of the Company.
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II. Settlement with the SEC

Dr. Gero Herrmann, the General Counsel of Daimler AG, or the counsels of Daimler,
Dr. Thomas Altenbach and Dr. Wolfgang Herb, or their delegate, be and hereby are
authorized to act on behalf of Daimler, and in their sole discretion, to negotiate,
approve, execute, and deliver to the SEC the presented "Offer of Settlement"
(consisting of, among others, the Daimler Consent and the Final Judgment,
including a permanent injunction against future violations and a civil disgorgement
of $91,400,000) in connection with the investigation conducted by the SEC; in this
connection, whereby Messrs. Herrmann, Altenbach and Herb be and hereby are
particularly, without limitation, authorized to:

. take any and all actions as they may deem necessary and advisable in this

context, including executing the Daimler Consent and delivering it to the SEC,
and executing any other documentation as may be required by the SEC in order
to carry out the foregoing;

. in the Company's name and on the Company's behaf deliver the consent for the
court settled action for the Company and appear in court for that purpose; and

. make, on behalf of Daimler, any and all written or verbal declarations necessary

in this context.

The correctness of the above mentioned resolution is hereby confirmed.

Daimler AG

~~(¡
ppa. Thomas Schulz
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Hauptsekretariat

9. Februar 2010

An die Mitglieder des

Aufsichtsrats der Daimler AG

Beschlussfassung des Aufsichtsrats zum Absctiluss der Einigung mit der

U.S. Börsenaufsicht SEC und mit dem U.S. justizministerium Doj

Sehr geehrte Frau Baldauf,

Sehl geehrte Herren,

Bezug nehmend auf das Schreiben vom 4. Februar 2010 möchten wir Ihnen das

Ergebnis derschriftlichen Beschlussfassung mitteilen.

Aile Aufsichtsratsmltglieder waren mit dem vorgeschlagenen schriftlichen

Verfahren einverstanden. Der Beschlussangelegenheit gemäß dem oben

genannten Schreiben wurde einstimmig zugestimmt.

Mit freundliohen Grüßen

'It P. Höss-Löw

DaimjerAG
705,j6 Stultgai(

SI.¡iJße¡¡¡¡n:;chdft;
M(~içcc¡i.l"str:îlle i:::¡
$t1ttgart -Unti;:'firkrelm
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Office of the Corporate Secretary

February 9, 2010

To the Members of the Supervisory Board

of Daimler AG

Written Resolution of the Supervisory Board for the Settlement

Agreements with the U.S. Security and Exchange Commission SEC and tlie
U.S. Department of Justice DoJ

Dear Ms. Baldauf,

Dear Sirs,

We would like to inform you of the outcome of the written vote dispatched with

letter dated February 4,2010 to the Members of the Supervisory Board.

All Supervisory Board Members approved the suggested written voting procedure.

The resolution was adopted unanimously as outlined in the above mentioned

letter.

Yours sincerely,

1/1 :1~ P. Höss-Löw

D¡¡jmlei AG
.!(\b.~ó Stiittgill t

$lifX,! üddi(;)'S:
r;!f!r',:fjth:'~$t¡'¡l$8e 127

Std,i RCJi .Unte!',lJr,r~hi~i In
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ATTACHMENT C

CORPORATE COMPLIANCE PROGRAM

In order to address deficiencies in its internal controls, policies and procedures regarding

compliance with the Foreign Corrpt Practices Act ("FCPA"), 15 U.S.C. §§ 78dd-l, et seq., and

other applicable anti-corrption laws, Daimler AG ("Daimler") agrees to conduct, in a marer

consistent with this Agreement, a review of its existing internal controls, policies and procedures.

Where necessary and appropriate, Daimler fuer agrees to adopt new or to modify existing

internal controls, policies and procedures in order to ensure that it maintains: (a) a system of internal

accounting controls designed to ensure that Daimler makes and keeps fair and accurate books,

records and accounts; and (b) a rigorous anti-corrption compliance code, standards and procedures

designed to detect and deter violations of the FCPA and other applicable anti-corrption laws. At

a minimum, this should include, but ought not be limited to, the following elements:

1. A clearly articulated corporate policy against violations of the FCPA and other

applicable anti-corrption laws.

2. A system of financial and accounting procedures, including a system of internal

accounting controls, designed to ensure the maintenance of fair and accurate books, records and

accounts.

3. Promulgation of compliance standards and procedures designed to reduce the prospect

of violations of the FCPA, other applicable anti-corrption laws and Daimler's compliance code.

These standards and procedures should apply to all directors and employees and, whcrc nccessary

and appropriate, outside parties acting on behalf of Daimler in foreign jurisdictions, including agents,

consultants, representatives, distributors, teaming partners and joint ventue parners (collectively

referred to as "agents and business partners").
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4. The assignent of responsibility to one or more senior corporate officials of Daimler

for the implementation and oversight of compliance with policies, standards and procedures

regarding the FCPA and other applicable anti-corrption laws. Such corporate offcial(s) shall have

the authority to report matters directly to Daimler's Board of Management and Supervisory Board.

5. Mechanisms designed to ensure that the policies, standards and procedures of

Daimler regarding the FCP A and other applicable anti-corrption laws are effectively communcated

to all directors, employees and, where necessary and appropriate, agents and business partners.

These mechanisms shall include: (A) periodic training for all such directors, employees, agents and

business parters; and (B) arual certifications by all such directors, employees, agents and business

parters, certifyng compliance with the training requirements.

6. An effective system for reporting suspected criminal conduct and/or violations of the

compliance policies, standards and procedures regarding the FCP A and other applicable anti-

corrption laws for directors, employees, agents and business parners.

7. Appropriate disciplinary procedures to address, among other things, violations of the

FCP A, other applicable anti-corrption laws or Daimler's compliance code by directors, employees,

agents and business parers.

8. Appropriate due diligence requirements pertaining to the retention and oversight of

agents and business partners.

9. Standard provisions in agreements, contracts, and renewals thereofwith all agents and

business parners which are designed to prevent violations of the FCPA and other applicable anti-

corrption laws, which provisions may, depending upon the circumstances, include: (A) anti-

corrption representations and undertakgs relating to compliance with the FCP A and other

2
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applicable anti-corrption laws; (B) rights to conduct audits of the books and records of the agent

or business parter to ensure compliance with the foregoing; and (C) rights to terminate an agent or

business partner as a result of any violation of anti-corruption laws, and regulations or

representations and undertakigs related to such matters.

10. Periodic testing of the integrty code, and policies and procedures designed to evaluate

their effectiveness in detecting and reducing violations of the anti-corrption laws and Daimler's

internal controls system and integrity code.

2
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ATTACHMENT D

INDEPENDENT CORPORATE MONITOR

1. Daimler AG ("Daimler" or the "Company") agrees to engage an independent corporate

monitor (the "Monitor") for a period of three (3) years. The Monitor's primary responsibility is to

assess and monitor the Company's compliance with the terms ofthis Agrement so as to specifically

address and reduce the risk of any recurence of the Company's misconduct, including evaluating

the Company's corporate compliance program with respect to the Foreign Corrpt Practices Act

("FCP A"), 15 U.S .C. § § 78dd-l, et seq., and other relevant anti-corrption laws. The Monitor shall

have, at a minimum, the following qualifications:

a. demonstrated expertise with respect to the FCP A, including experience

counseling on FCPA issues;

b. expeIlence designing and/or reviewing corporate compliance policies,

procedures and internal controls, including FCPA-specific policies, procedures and controls;

c. the ability to access and deploy resources as necessary to discharge the

Monitor's duties as described in the Agreement; and

d. sufficient independence from Daimler to ensure effective and imparial

performance of the Monitor's duties as described in the Agreement.

2. In consultation with the Deparment, Daimler has proposed and the Deparent has

approved Louis J. Freeh to serve as the Monitor. The Monitor's term shall be three (3) years from

the date on which the guilty pleas in the matters of United States v. DaimlerChrsler Automotive

Russia SAO and United States v. Daimler Export and Trade Finance GmbH are entered, subject to

extension or early termination as described in Paragraph 3 of the Agreement. The Monitor's duties

and authority, and the obligations of Daimler with respect to the Monitor and the Department, are
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set fort below.

3. Daimler agrees that it wil not employ or be affiliated with the Monitor for a period

of not less than one year from the date the Monitor's work has ended.

4. The Monitor will review and evaluate the effectiveness of Daimler's internal controls,

record-keeping, and existing or new financial reporting policies and procedures as they relate to

Daimler's compliance with the books and records, interal accounting controls and anti-bribery

provisions of the FCPA, and other applicable anti-corrption laws ("the Policies and Procedures").

This review and evaluation shall include an assessment of the Policies and Procedures as actually

implemented. The retention agreement between Daimler and the Monitor wil reference this

Agreement and include this Agreement as an attaclient so the Monitor is fully apprisedofhis duties

and responsibilities.

5. Daimler shall cooperate fìilly with the .\onitor and the Monitor shall have the

authority to take such reasonable steps as, in his view, may be necessar to be fully informed about

the compliance program of Daimler within the scope of his responsibilities under this Agreement.

To that end, Daimler shall provide the Monitor with access to all information, documents, records,

facilities and/or employees that fall within the scope of responsibilities of the Monitor under this

Agreement. Any such disclosure by Daimler to the Monitor concerng corrpt payments, related

books and records and related internal controls shall not relieve Daimler of its obligation trthfully

to disclose such matters to the Deparment.

6. The parties agree that the Monitor is an independent third-part, not an employee or

agent of Daimler or the Deparent, and that no attomey-clientrelationship shall be formed between

Daimler and the Monitor.

2
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7. Daimler agrees that:

a. The Monitor shall assess whether Daimler's existing policies and procedures

are reasonably designed to detect and prevent violations of the FCPA and other applicable anti-

corruption laws.

b. The Monitor shall evaluate Daimler's compliance with this Agreement.

c. The Monitor shall oversee Daimler's implementation of and adherence to all

existing, modified or new policies and procedures relating to FCP A compliance, including the

minimum policies and procedures set fort in Attachment C.

d. The Monitor shall ensure that the Policies and Procedures are appropriately

designed to accomplish their goals.

e. Durng the three (3) year term, the Monitor shall conduct an initial review

and prepare an initial report, followed by two follow-up reviews and reports as described below:

(i) With respectto each ofthe three (3) reviews, after intial consultations

with Daimler and the Department, the Monitor shall prepare a written work plan for each review,

which shall be submitted in advance to Daimler and the Deparent for comment. il order to

conduct an effective initial review and to understand fully any existing deficiencies in controls and

the Policies and Procedures related to the FCP A and other applicable anti-corruption laws, the

Monitor's initial work plan shall include such steps as are reasonably necessary to develop an

understanding ofthe facts and circumstances surrounding any violations that may have occured, but

the parties do not intend that the Monitor wil conduct his own inquiry into those historical events.

Any disputes between Daimler and the Monitor with respect to the work plan shall be decided by

the Deparment in its sole discretion.

3
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(ii) In connection with the initial review, the Monitor shall issue a written

report within one hundred twenty (120) calendar days of the date on which the guilty pleas in the

matters of United States v. DaimlerChrysler Automotive Russia SAO and United States v. Daimler

Export and Trade Finance GmbH are entered, setting forth the Monitor's assessment and, if

appropriate and necessar, making recommendations reasonably designed to improve the Policies

and Procedures of Daimler for ensuring compliance with the FCPA and other applicable anti-

corrption laws. The Monitor shall provide the report to the Board of Directors of Daimler and

contemporaneously transmit copies to Mark F. Mendelsohn (or his successor), Deputy Chief, Fraud

Section, Criminal Division, U.S. DeparentofJustice, 1400 New York Ave., N.W., Bond Building,

Fourh Floor, Washington, DC 20005. The Monitor may extend the time period for issuance of the

report with prior written approval of the Deparent.

(iii) Withn one-hundred twenty (120) calendar days after receiving the

Monitor's report, Daimler shall adopt the recommendations set forth in the report; provided,

however, that within sixty (60) calendar days after receiving the report, Daimler shall advise the

Monitor and the Department in writing of any recommendations that Daimler considers unduly

burdensome, impractical, costly or otherwise inadvisable. With respect to any recommendation that

Daimler considers unduly burdensome, impractical, costly or otherwise inadvisable, Daimler need

not adopt that recommendation; instead, Daimler may propose in writing an alternative policy,

procedure or system designed to achieve the same objective or purpose. As to any recommendation

on which Daimler and the Monitor ultimately do not agrcc, thc vicws of Daimler and the Monitor

shall promptly be brought to the attention of the Department. The Deparent may consider the

Monitor's recommendation and the Company's reasons for not adopting the recommendation in

4
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determng whether Daimler has fully complied with its obligations under this Agreement.

(iv) The Monitor shall undertake two follow-up reviews to fuer monitor

and assess whether the Policies and Procedures of Daimler are reasonably designed to detect and

prevent violations of the FCP A and other applicable anti-corrption laws.

(v) Within sixty (60) calendar days of initiating each follow-up review,

the Monitor shall: (A) complete the review; (B) cerify whether the anti-bribery compliance program

of Daimler, including the Policies and Procedures, is appropriately designed and implemented to

ensure compliance with the FCPA and other applicable anti-corrption laws; and (C) report on the

Monitor's findigs in the same fashion as with respect to the initial review.

(vi) The first follow-up review and report shall be completed by one year

after the initial review. The second follow-up review andreportshall be completed by one year after

the completion of the first follow-up review.

(vii) The Monitor may extend the time period for submission of the

follow-up reports with prior written approval of the Department.

8. In undertang the assessments and reviews described above, the Monitor shall

formulate conclusions based on, among othcr things: (a) inspection of relevant documents, including

the Policies and Procedures relating to Daimler's anti-corrption compliance program; (b) onsite

observation of Daimler's systems and procedures, including its internal controls, record-keeping and

internal audit procedures; (c) meetings with, and interviews of, relevant employees, directors and

othcr pcrsons at mutually convenient times and places; and (d) analyses, studies and testing of

Daimler's anti-corrption compliance program.

9. Should the Monitor, during the course of his engagement, discover credible evidence

5
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that questionable or corrpt payments or questionable or corrpt transfers of property or interests

may have been offered, promised, paid or authorized by any Daimler entity or person, or any entity

or person working directly or indirectly for Daimler, or that related false books and records have

been maintained, the Monitor shall promptly report such conduct to Daimler's General Counsel, its

Board of Management, and its outside counsel for further investigation, unless the Monitor believes,

in the exercise of his or her discretion, that such disclosure should be made directly to the

Department. If the Monitor refers the matter only to Daimler's General Counsel, its Board of

Management, and its outside counsel, Daimler shall promptly report the same to the Departmcnt and

contemporaneously notify the Monitor that such report has been made. If Daimler fails to make

disclosure to the Department within ten (10) calendar days of the Monitor's report of such conduct

to Daimler, the Monitor shall independently disclose his findings to the Department at the address

listed in Paragraph 7( e )(ii) above. Furher, in the event that Daimler, or any cntity or person working

directly or indirectly for Daimler, refuses to provide information necessary for the performance of

the Monitor's responsibilities, the Monitor shall promptly disclose that fact to the Departent.

Daimler shall not take any action to retaliate against the Monitor for any such disclosures or for any

other reason. The Monitor may report othcr crimial or regulatory violations discovered in the

course of performg his duties, in the same marer as described above.

10. At least annually, and more frequently if appropriate, representatives of Daimler and

the Department wil meet together to discuss the monitorship and any suggestions, comments or

improvcmcnts Daimler may wish to discuss with or propose to the Department.
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